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UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY - DAY1 1

Deep blue ocean water.  Close to the surface, two forms are 
visible swimming downward.  One is a dolphin - RASCA. The 
other, a young woman, ALYSSA, 18.  The girl is swimming with 
a monofin which she kicks in unison with the dolphin. From a 
distance it's hard to tell them apart.

A wire runs downward from the surface, with yellow flags 
placed approximately ten feet apart along its length.

Alyssa kicks in a calm and confident manner...  deeper...  
deeper.  Rasca keeps pace beside her.

Alyssa takes hold of the wire, sliding her hand along it as 
she continues her descent.

Her fingers pass by a number of the yellow flags as she 
slowly approaches her target.

Through her goggles, Alyssa’s eyes focus on a larger red flag 
farther down.  She kicks a little harder.

Sensing trouble, Rasca makes some worried squeals and clicks.

Determined, Alyssa continues.  There are maybe three yellow 
flags to pass before she gets to the red flag.  She’s pushing 
it too far, too hard. 

She looks to a digital diving watch on her wrist, in stop 
watch mode: 1:49 and counting.

Rasca’s squeals are getting louder - warning signals.

Alyssa stops, takes a final look at the red flag.  She can’t 
go any farther, and she knows it.  With a quick shake of her 
head, she turns around...

...  making powerful kicks toward the surface.  Rasca 
follows.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER.  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY/PLATFORM - DAY2 2

Alyssa pops through the surface, next to a marker buoy and 
small PLATFORM. Takes gasping breaths as Rasca jumps in the 
water beside her. *

On the platform is KITA, a pretty 20 year old Australian. 

Kita checks her own stop watch.



KITA
Two minutes twenty two seconds!  
Your best yet!

ALYSSA
Not good enough. 

(recovering her breath)
Come on, let's go.

Alyssa sets out swimming toward a SCIENTIFIC DIVE BOAT, the 
Delphinus, a 40 footer,  which is anchored near the buoy.  

Kita shakes her head -- then dives in and swims alongside 
Alyssa.  Without fins, she lags behind -- Rasca sees this and 
comes over, lets Kita hitch a ride.

KITA
Thanks, sister. *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY/DELPHINUS - DAY3 3

Alyssa reaches the boat, hands up her monofin and goggles to 
to Daniel, 55, a black Bahamian,  who helps her up. Kita *
arrives a moment later. *

KITA
What, you need a math tutor?  You 
said you wanted to go two minutes.  
You've got twenty seconds to spare.

ALYSSA
I meant on the way down. I’m still 
about ten seconds and two flags 
short.

KITA
I think the lack of oxygen has cost  *
you some brain cells. *

Rasca makes a little squeal in the water, seems to agree.

ALYSSA 
(laughing)

Rasca, you’re supposed to be on my 
side.

Daniel has a much more serious expression on his face as he 
hands Alyssa a towel.

DANIEL
If Hawk knew what was goin’ on out 
here --
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KITA
(playful)

But how would he, unless you tell 
him?

DANIEL
A father has a right to know his 
daughter’s out tryin’ to drown 
herself!

ALYSSA
Come on, Daniel. I know my limits. 
Besides, I know you won't say 
anything.

DANIEL
You promised you'd stop at 50 feet!

KITA
Honey, she's fine. Look at her!

Alyssa strikes a "look at me" funny/sexy pose.

KITA
Better than fine, I'd say.

DANIEL
Don’t be tryin’ your word trick 
voodoo on me!  You know as well as 
I do that was--  

Alyssa gives him a quick peck on the cheek.  Kita does too. 
He's sunk.

DANIEL
--- Unfair! You girls... I’ll pull 
the anchor.  We should be headin’ 
back.

As he moves to pull the anchor up, they all turn to the sound 
of engines in the water.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER.  DIVING BUOY/DELPHINUS - DAY4 4

Two jet skis are approaching the boat, from the direction of 
the coast. On them, a young man and a young woman, both in *
their early 20’s. They whoop and holler as they get closer.

Alyssa approaches Kita.  Kita has her eyes on the young man, 
ruggedly handsome, shirtless save for a life vest - CRAIG 
MORRISON.  
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His companion on the second jet ski - GWEN STILES - is also 
attractive and athletic.

KITA
Well shiver me limbers.  Get a load 
of that.

ALYSSA
Down girl.  Judging from that 
hottie he's with I'd say he’s been *
claimed. *

KITA
I’m not above a little claim 
jumping from time to time.

ALYSSA
You’re shameless.

KITA
Absolutely.

Rasca takes a jump and a dive as the jet skis get near. *

The jet skis settle near the boat.  The young man looks 
around the water.

MORRISON
That wouldn’t be the famous Rasca, 
would it?

GWEN
We’ve been hearing about her all 
over the island. They said her *
owner takes her out around here.

ALYSSA
(smiling)

That's Rasca, but she doesn't have 
an owner.  

As Rasca jumps around the young man, he takes out a camera 
and tries to get a picture.

MORRISON
Stay still!  I want to get a shot!

But Rasca is moving too much for him to get a shot.

ALYSSA
Sorry, I think she's a little 
excited right now.

Daniel pulls up the anchor. *
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Alyssa picks up a dolphin whistle and makes some sounds with *
it.  Rasca disappears underwater. The jet ski duo look for *
her; she's gone.  Then suddenly she leaps high, far out in *
front of the Delphinus, leading the boat home and away from *
the jetskiers. *

ALYSSA
Have a nice stay in the beautiful 
Bahamas! 

Daniel fires up the engine.  Delphinus starts to pull away. *

As the Delphinus sails away, Morrison and Gwen share a *
glance.  Their expressions are serious.  *

Perhaps a bit too serious. *

UNDERWATER - RESEARCH CENTER/DOLPHIN PEN - DAY5 5

DR. JAMES HARKER (aka “Hawk”) is swimming with TWO DOLPHINS, 
BOGIE and BACALL, in a research pen.  Late 40’s, he’s in good 
shape, weathered but affable. He's not engaged in study right 
now, just hanging out with his dolphins. *

INT/UNDERWATER.  RESEARCH CENTER/LAB- DAY6 6

The lab is an underground bunker with a LARGE WINDOW looking 
into green water.  Through the glass, the two dolphins and 
HAWK can be seen swimming. *

A phone rings inside the lab and ELIZABETH DUVEY, answers it.  
She's Bahamian, late 20's, a grad student, black with 
dreadlocks and large, intelligent eyes.

DUVEY
(into phone)

Lab.
(beat)

Uh huh.  How many?

Duvey moves to the glass window on knocks on it loudly with 
her hand.

Hawk stops playing with the dolphins.  Through his goggles 
her can see her in the lab.  She makes a motion for him to 
come in, then calls him using a microphone connected to the *
pen.  *

DUVY *
Hawk. I need you in here. *
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Hawk nods,  disappears from the window as he swims to the *
surface.

DUVEY
(into phone)

Where were they found?

She makes notes, listening intently.

DUVEY
Okay, thanks.

Duvey walks over to a map and begins sticking pins into it as 
Hawk, still wet, comes in and stands beside her.

DUVEY
That's another fifteen dead along *
Providence Channel this morning.  
Thirteen bottlenose, two minke 
whales.

She points to three other pins on the shores of other 
islands.

DUVEY
Remember last week there were 
twelve at Abaco.  Before that eight 
on Eleuthra.  Necropsies have yet 
to be completed, but --

HAWK
--  I don’t need a necropsy to tell 
me the obvious, Liz. Neither do 
you. 

DUVEY
Well, the US Navy doesn’t admit any 
sonar testing in the Caribbean.

He cuts her off, turns to look at Bogie and Bacall swimming 
through the glass.

HAWK
They ran them out of California so *
it looks like they've relocated *
their little war lab to our waters. *

He turns off, goes into his own world, clearly churning *
underneath the calm. *

Duvey watches, becoming wary, when: *

The door to the lab opens, and TAMIKA enters.  Early 
thirties, she’s a stunning black Bahamian woman.  
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In one arm she’s cradling a baby girl - LEELA - and in the 
other she’s got a piece of fax paper.  *

She immediately knows something's up -- gives Duvey a look *
that says "what is it this time?" *

DUVEY
They found another cluster today, 
along Providence Channel. Three *
strandings now altogether. *

Tamika nods, understands.  Hawk comes out of his trance and *
sees Tamika--also sees the fax, and the look on Tamika's *
face. *

TAMIKA *
You're not going to like this *
either. *

HAWK *
Another threat, right? Same group? *

Tamika shakes her head. When Hawk makes no move to read it *
himself, she hands it to Duvey, who reads it aloud. *

DUVEY *
"Return your captive dolphins to *
the wild, or we will do it for you.  
This is your last warning. Wildlife *
Liberation Front. *

TAMIKA *
I found some information online. *
They claim to free animals used for *
medical and corporate research and 
then burn the labs down.  *

HAWK *
Nice. Well they can't burn this one *
down ... it's underwater. *

DUVEY *
Don't they know you're one of the *
good guys?  These dolphins come and *
go, they're not in cages.

TAMIKA *
Maybe we should contact them,  talk *
to them about our program.
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HAWK
It won't work.  It's not enough *
that the dolphins aren't captive - *
groups like this -- they're against *
any form of interaction. I'm not a *
'good guy' to them. *

TAMIKA
I’ll call the police again.  It’s 
all we can do.

HAWK *
(to Duvey)

Check the surveillance camera feeds *
again please.  Make sure the take *
from each camera is being stored on *
the main drive *

Hawk looks at Tamika.  The baby is becoming squirmy, starts *
to cry, reaches out for Hawk.  Hawk takes her..he's good with *
her and she calms quickly. *

HAWK *
How ya doin'? What's wrong? *

The baby grins. *

HAWK *
Want to say hi to your Aunt and *
Uncle?  *

Takes the baby and waves at the dolphins, who react. The baby *
grins again. Hawk, the baby, and the dolphins are all on a *
vibe, in synch with each other. *

Suddenly the dolphins in the pen start to make loud clicks *
and whistles. *

On Hawk's monitor words appear: ALYSSA NOT FAR. *

Still holding the baby, Hawk types: OKAY. GO TO ALYSSA. BYE. *

Bogie and Bacall swim out through the open gate into the open 
water of the inlet. *

Hawk hands the baby back to Tamika, gives them both a light *
but loving kiss.  He realizes Tamika is still troubled over *
the faxed threat.  He takes the fax from her. *

HAWK *
(to Tamika) *

It'll all be okay. We've been *
through worse. *
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He takes the fax over to his desk and puts it in a folder. *

TAMIKA *
I'm going to see what elese I can *
find out about them. *

HAWK *
Good. *

He's worried too, but he's not about to show it. *

UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/INLET  - DAY7 7 *

At high speed, the dolphins race through the clear green 
waters of the inlet. *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER.  JETTY INLET/DELPHINUS - DAY8 8

The Delphinus sails in between two jetties, the open seas 
behind it.  Bogie and Bacall leap high out of the water. *

ALYSSA
Hey guys! We missed you too!

Another leap, this time all three dolphins. *

The Delphinus rounds the corner and we see, ahead, the 
research facility.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER.  RESEARCH CENTER/DOCKS - DAY9 9

There are a few buildings, docks, dolphin pens -- and a SIGN 
that reads INTERNATIONAL DOLPHIN RESEARCH CENTER. On the *
docks, Daniel tosses a waiting  a line to a dockhand. *

Tamika approaches, holding the baby. Duvey walks behind her. 

Alyssa and Kita hop off the boat. Kita moves to tie the stern *
while Daniel shuts down the engine. *

EXT -  RESEARCH CENTER/DOCKS - DAY10 10

Alyssa steps to Tamika and the baby.  She takes the baby from 
Tamika.

ALYSSA
Hi Leela.  How’s my little sis? 

Leela laughs.  Hawk approaches.
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HAWK
What's the count? *

ALYSSA
We didn't spot a single pod. *

Hawk looks at Alyssa, then over at Daniel on the boat. *

HAWK *
Daniel, did she....? *

Daniel shrugs, he's not talking.  He starts putting away *
equipment. *

ALYSSA
Look, we did our work. Do you 
really think I'd have my fun 
without doing my work first? 

HAWK
That’s not "having fun", it’s 
dangerous. How deep? *

Alyssa silences him by handing Leela over to him.

ALYSSA
I’m going to take a shower.  We're *
going to the fish fry. *

KITA
Yeah, girl. Tonight's the night 
we'll finally be getting you a man!

Hawk's head snaps up, just like Kita meant it to. He starts *
to say something, then realizes they're joking, gives a look *
that says "I'm not biting" and turns away, heads toward the *
boat. *

Alyssa looks at Kita and Duvey.  *

ALYSSA
Let's get ready. *

The three girls head off. *

Still holding a happy and comfortable Leela, Hawk walks over *
to the Delphinus where Daniel is putting the last of the *
equipment away.  *

EXT -  RESEARCH CENTER/DELPHINUS - DAY11 11

Hawk arrives, stands on the dock and talks to Daniel. *
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HAWK
She was free diving again, wasn’t 
she?

Daniel shrugs - he can't deny it. *

DANIEL *
Rasca was with her.  You know she *
won't let anything happen to *
Alyssa. *

In Hawk's arms, Leela squirms. *

HAWK *
Yeah, I know Apple juice, right? *

The baby grins. Hawk's right, as always. *

Hawk turns to Daniel, seems about to resume the talk about *
Alyssa's free diving - then thinks better of it. *

HAWK *
Come on, Danny. Let's hit the fish *
fry. I'm starving. *

EXT. SMITH'S POINT - LATE AFTERNOON12 12 *

It's late afternoon and the sleepy seaside town is coming to *
life for its weekly fish fry.  

Tourists wander side by side with locals. 

Kids are much in evidence. *

There are a half dozen venues participating; the biggest one *
on the beach is RASCA'S DIVE, where a long line of visitors *
wait patiently to be served from a bustling makeshift *
kitchen, while nearby music plays and kids scramble around on *
picnic tables on the sand. *

In the heart of all this Hawk, Daniel, Tamika, and Leela are *
among those being served -- big plates of whole fried *
snapper, peas and rice, mac'n cheese and plantains.  Hawk has *
Leela on his shoulders and is dancing to the music a bit, *
while Tamika and Daniel call out to neighbors and friends.   *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER.  OCEAN/SMITH'S POINT - LATE AFTERNOON13 13 *

In the waters off Smith's Point, Rasca leaps. *
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EXT. SMITH'S POINT/ - LATE AFTERNOON14 14 *

Kids along the shore see her and call out "Rasca".

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER/PARROT PERCH - LATE AFTERNOON15 15

Kita is dressed for a night out, fully made up and *
accessorized. Duvey's dressed up too. The two of them are 
hanging out in the midst of a half dozen colorful PARROTS who 
sit on perches among the trees behind the research center 
offices. *

Alyssa steps out of the house which is a few yards off from 
the offices, wearing a dress, hair a bit self styled, looking 
fresh and beautiful, a little self-conscious in the dress.

KITA
Well, look at you.  You look...

ALYSSA
Like a girl?

DUVEY
It took you long enough. 

Kita reaches into her purse and whips out some makeup.

KITA
Now, with just a bit more war paint  
you might--

Alyssa puts up a hand, laughing.

ALYSSA
You've already gotten me to put on 
a dress.  How about we take it one 
mistake at a time? *

They start to walk away from the house, through the parking 
area and onto the shelled road that leads to Smith's point. *

EXT. SMITH'S POINT - LATE AFTERNOON16 16 *

They walk amongst the houses, past a spot where very young *
kids are swinging on a homemade swing. The kids call out to 
Alyssa; she responds to them by name.   

A Bahamian MAN and a WOMAN wave to Alyssa from their yard.

MAN
Hi Alyssa!
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WOMAN
Ya look just darlin' in a dress, *
girl. Like an angel.... *

Alyssa smiles and waves, embarrassed but pleased. *

EXT.  SMITH'S POINT/MAIN SQUARE - LATE AFTERNOONA16 A16 *

The little boy who saw the dolphin earlier runs up, excited. *

LITTLE BOY
Alyssa, we saw Rasca!

ALYSSA
Did you say hi?

LITTLE BOY
Yeah. 

(his face falls)
But now she's gone.

ALYSSA
She'll be around tomorrow. At the 
center.  Why don’t you come over 
and play with her. *

LITTLE BOY
Can I feed her some fish?

ALYSSA
Rasca catches her own fish....but 
you can come by tomorrow and see 
her...

DUVEY
...if you promise not to bite!

LITTLE BOY
Okay!

EXT.  SMITH'S POINT/SEASIDE ROAD - LATE AFTERNOONB16 B16 *

As they emerge from the town onto the seaside road a few more *
local residents, call out to Alyssa. *

DUVEY
It's like traveling with a rock 
star.

KITA
Yeah.  Maybe you should be wearing 
my leather hot pants.  *
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ALYSSA
Come on, I’m just a side order. 
It's all about Rasca. And the 
world's not ready for me in leather 
hot pants. Too weird for words.

KITA
Don’t be downing yourself.  You 
gotta learn to work it, baby *
girl... *

ALYSSA
Please.

KITA
All I’m saying is, it’s your prime *
time, and you’ve gotta get your 
groove grinding.  Dolphins may be 
smooth and shiny, but they are no 
substitute for an earth bound, fur 
bearing man.  

DUVEY
Now you're talkin', girl!

ALYSSA
Did you actually say fur-bearing? *

KITA
Whatever, then - well waxed!  *

EXT.  SMITH'S POINT/SEASIDE ROAD - LATE AFTERNOON17 17 *

The three continue on the seaside road toward the fish fry, 
the ocean on one side of the street, the town on the other.  
GROUPS of people walk in the same direction, all towards the 
fish fry up ahead. *

The girls make their way in through the crowds. *

EXT. SMITH'S POINT/RASCA'S DIVE - LATE AFTERNOON18 18 *

The bar, which is open to the beach, is hopping with 
CUSTOMERS, all there for fish fry.  Kita, Alyssa, and Duvey 
step up to the bar.  Kita picks up a drink menu and reads it.

KITA
Well, what’ll it be tonight -- a 
Rasca’s Wallbanger, a Rascatini...  
or how ‘bout a Rasca Sex On The 
Beach!
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ALYSSA
I think I'll leave that one for 
you.

DUVEY
You can always order it virgin!

The bartender, DECKER, approaches from behind the bar.

DECKER
Hey, Alyssa.  What can I get for 
ya? 

ALYSSA
The usual.  The boring.  The ginger 
ale. 

DECKER
You're 18 - that's old enough to 
drink around here.

ALYSSA
I don't think my Dad got that memo.  

DECKER
Ah...old Hawk keepin' an eye on ya, 
huh?  Okay.

The Bartender smiles, looks to Kita.  Kita holds up her ID.

KITA
A Rasca beer with a Rasca tequila 
chaser.  Anything Rasca is all 
Rasca with me, as long as it’s 200 
proof.

DUVEY
(orders, wincing at the name)
A "Rasc-olada", please.

Alyssa is looking towards the other side of the bar, 
seeing...

...  Craig Morrison, the guy they saw on the jet ski earlier. *
He's paying for a drink.  Gwen, his partner, stands nearby. *

Alyssa and Craig make eye contact. *

Craig smiles.  *

Alyssa smiles, somewhat shyly, back.  Kita and Duvey notice 
the mild flirtation.
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DUVEY
You go girl!

KITA
I'll say.  Rasca-rotic!

Alyssa gives Kita a playful punch on the arm.

KITA
Ow!  There's no need for violence.  
I was just trying to voice my 
approval.

They all look back over to Craig.  He turns as Gwen walks 
over to him.  He motions to Alyssa and Kita, and now Gwen 
looks in their direction.

Alyssa, Kita, and Duvey both quickly turn away.

KITA #
They caught us ogling.  

ALYSSA
You were ogling.  I was merely 
staring intently. #

KITA #
I prefer ogling. And what's the *
difference anyway? *

ALYSSA *
Ladies stare... *

Decker puts the drinks on the bar and Kita has her shot of *
Tequila down the hatch with her glass up asking for another *
before Decker can grab the money.  Decker laughs and goes for *
another. *

KITA *
All right, "ladies stare"...and? *

Alyssa laughs, takes a reasonable sip of her own drink. *

ALYSSA *
Never mind, it's no use. *

CRAIG (O.S.)
Excuse me...

They both are surprised to see Craig beside them.

CRAIG
I saw you on the water today, *
remember?  I was on a jet ski.
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ALYSSA
Jet ski...  you remember a jet ski, 
Kita?

KITA
Not even two of them.  

CRAIG
(laughs)

I’m Craig. 

ALYSSA
Well, I guess you already know me.  
This is my friend Liz.

KITA
(interrupts)

And you’re more than welcome to 
know me too.  As much as you’d 
like.

ALYSSA
And this is Kita.

CRAIG
(to Alyssa)

I wanted to apologize for crashing 
your party earlier.  We were just 
excited to see Rasca.

ALYSSA
That's okay. It happens to 
everybody.

Kita spots Gwen walking out of the bar toward the street. *

KITA
Hey, what's up with your *
girlfriend? *

CRAIG
Gwen?  She’s not my girlfriend.  
She’s my sister.  She has a dive *
scheduled in the morning, so she's *
going back to the hotel. *

Kita gives a looks that says things just got way more *
interesting.  She tries to cue Alyssa to make conversation *
with Craig, but Alyssa's too shy.  *

KITA *
So I guess we'll just have to look *
after you while she's gone. *
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CRAIG *
Works for me. *

He clinks glasses with Kita but most of his attention is on *
Alyssa. *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/SMITH'S POINT - DUSK19 19 *

Rasca surfaces and from her point of view, we can see the *
lights of Rasca's Dive in the moonlight. Then she dives. *

EXT.  SMITH'S POINT/RASCA'S DIVE - NIGHT20 20 *

It's a bit later - night has fallen. Hawk and Daniel have *
wedged their way up to the bar to buy drinks. The owner, *
Decker, whose behind the bar brings them two beers. *

DECKER
Hey, Hawk. All is good, man?  *

HAWK *
All is good. Not as good as you, *
though. Big night again,eh? *

DECKER
The lord's good to us now, Hawk. *
Thanks to your daughter and Rasca. *

Decker goes off. At the mention of Alyssa, Hawk looks through *
the crowds, catches sight of Alyssa, Kita, and Craig.  His *
eyes narrow. *

DANIEL
Looks like she's got a new friend. *

Hawk doesn't say anything. *

EXT.  SMITH'S POINT/RASCA'S DIVE - NIGHTA20 A20 *

Across the bar, Alyssa, Craig, Liz and Kita continue their *
conversation.

CRAIG
So, is there anything else to do on 
this island, besides jet skis and 
diving?

ALYSSA
(laughs)

Not much.  
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We spend most of our time at the 
research center, with the dolphins.  

CRAIG
That sounds fun.

ALYSSA
It is.  

There's a long pause.  Kita eggs Alyssa on with a look. 
Alyssa reluctantly wades in, warms to her topic. *

ALYSSA
My Dad founded the center, we're 
studying how dolphins communicate *
with each other...and also coming *
up with ways so that we can 
communicate better with them. *

CRAIG
So you're proving Carl Sagan wrong? *

ALYSSA
What?

KITA
Carl who?

DUVEY
Genius scientist whose name you 
should know. Now shush.

CRAIG
You know that famous quote of his, 
right: "It is of interest to note 
that while some dolphins are 
reported to have learned up to 50 
words in English, no human being...

Alyssa knows the quote - helps him finish it, with the words 
coming out in unison:

ALYSSA
"...has been reported to 
learn dolphinese."

CRAIG
"...has been reported to 
learn dolphinese."

They laugh; Craig ventures a fist bump and Alyssa shares one 
with him. *

KITA *
Geek alert! Can't take it - come on *
Liz, let's get a drink.. *
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She grabs Duvey and drags her away, leaving Craig and Alyssa *
alone. *

CRAIG
So...I guess the question is: Are *
you learning "dolphinese?" *

ALYSSA
No, no.  That's physically 
impossible - most of their sounds 
are at frequencies we can't hear. *

CRAIG
So how do you do it?

ALYSSA
Well, what we've done...what my Dad 
did..was to create an artificial 
whistled language that can work for 
both humans and dolphins and we're 
teaching it to the dolphins using 
model rival training--

CRAIG
Model rival training?  Like Alex 
the grey parrot... Irene 
Pepperberg?

Alyssa blinks, surprised again. 

ALYSSA
Yeah. Exactly. How did you--

CRAIG
--Discovery channel junkie. Can't 
help myself. *

Alyssa can't help being impressed. The guy knows stuff. *

ALYSSA *
My Dad worked with Irene *
Pepperberg, in fact some of her *
ideas for model rival training-- *

Kita and Duvey arrive back and Kita's not about to let the *
geekfest continue a moment longer. *

KITA *
By the way, Craig, did you know sex *
is the glue of dolphin society?

CRAIG
Really?  *
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KITA *
Ask Alyssa? *

Craig turns to Alyssa, who's looking semi-serious daggers at *
Kita. *

ALYSSA
It sounds funny, but yes.  Dolphins 
are actually very social creatures 
and sex -- *

KITA
--  I've got a better idea. Why *
don’t you come over tomorrow and 
find out.  We put on shows for the 
tourists. Unfortunately, standards 
dictate we keep the fishie porn to 
a minimum.

ALYSSA
Ignore her.  Please. She's 
demented. She really is. *

Craig hesitates. *

DUVEY *
You should come. You'll learn a *
something I bet. *

CRAIG *
Well, as long as I'm getting a good *
education... *

Kita winks at Alyssa, pleased with herself. Alyssa just *
shakes her head and smiles. *

EXT. SMITH'S POINT/RASCA'S DIVE - NIGHT21 21 *

It's getting on toward last call.  Hawk is off in a corner *
with Audley, a local pal from the town,  banging out a pretty  *
decent rendition of a country song. Daniel's at the bar *
talking to Decker, the owner, while on the other side of the *
bar Alyssa, Kita, Duvey, and Craig are the last ones 
standing.

CRAIG
(to Alyssa)

Well, I’ll see you tomorrow then. 
It was nice meeting all of you.

KITA
Yep.
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He walks away.  As he does, Alyssa and Kita watch him for a 
moment.

KITA
Not as nice as it could’ve been.

They then turn in the opposite direction.

ALYSSA
What’re you talking about?  You 
still have your chance tomorrow.

KITA
Girl, I didn’t invite him over for 
me, I did it for you.

ALYSSA
Me?  

KITA
Despite all attempts at 
inappropriate innuendo, he did not 
once cast an eye in my direction.  
They were both focused on you.  The 
whole time. Right?

DUVEY
Afraid so.

Alyssa has a smile on her face about a mile wide.  She really 
didn’t notice.

ALYSSA
No they weren’t!...  They were?

KITA
I know, I know.  It’s difficult for 
me to fathom too.  

(to Duvey) *
How can one girl be so smart and so 
dumb at the same time? 

Alyssa is missing this. She's still stuck on the fact that *
Craig was into her and she didn't get it.

ALYSSA
Are you sure?  Really? *

UNDERWATER -  OCEAN REEF - DAY22 22 *

An ocean reef, full of life.  A faint 'pinging' sound is 
heard. Two dolphins appear -- Bogie and Bacall -- swimming 
fast. They flash through the water at breathtaking speed. *
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UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/RESEARCH PENS - DAY23 23

The open gate stands empty until suddenly Bogie and Bacall 
shoot through it into the pen. 

INT/UNDERWATER.  RESEARCH CENTER/LAB- DAY24 24

In the lab, a crowd of tourists are gathered as Alyssa stands *
in front of them with microphone.  The crowd murmurs and 
there is a smattering of applause as the dolphins arrive.

The pinging sound, heard faintly in the ocean, is heard more 
loudly over a speaker in the lab.  Alyssa reaches over and 
switches off the pinger.  Duvey is standing nearby, as is 
Kita.

ALYSSA
That sound you hear is a 'recall 
pinger'....we use it to call the 
dolphins home.  

TOURIST
Do they always come?

ALYSSA
Not always.  It's their choice - 
but most of the time they show up.
Now before we get started I just 
want you to know that this isn't 
like the shows at the ocean theme 
parks, with dolphins jumping 
through hoops and doing flips.

LITTLE GIRL
You mean we’re not going to see 
that?

She's crushed. The audience laughs, and Alyssa looks to the 
little girl.

ALYSSA
Well..let's see.

She hands the girl the microphone.

ALYSSA
Why don’t you ask Bogie if he likes 
to jump.

LITTLE GIRL
(into microphone)

Bogie.  Do you like to jump?
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On one of the monitors, the little girl’s voice is shown *
being processed into a different visual pattern.

There are speakers in the tank, and the voice is translated 
into a series of whistles.

Bogie and Bacall listen, then Bogie flashes to the surface, 
jumps high. *

As Bogie splashes back in the water, the jump is shown on a 
monitor.  

ALYSSA
There's your answer.

The audience claps

ALYSSA
Now, jumps are fun, but our real 
purpose here is all about figuring 
out how to communicate with 
dolphins so we can better 
understand them.  But it's hard 
because they're not suited for 
making human sounds -- and half the 
sounds they make are at frequencies 
we can't even here. So we had to 
figure out a type of sound that we 
can both make and create a language 
based on that.  Any idea what that 
might be?

TOURIST BOY
Whistling!

ALYSSA
That's right. We're using a made-up 
whistled language to help us 
communicate with dolphins. Our 
current vocabulary is up here.

She points to a board with several hundred words on it. 

ALYSSA
This is our dictionary.  As we 
teach new words, we add to the 
dictionary. *

Then she peers into the pen.  Only one dolphin is visible. *

ALYSSA
It looks like Bacall has wandered 
off somewhere.  Let's ask Bogie. 
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(into microphone)
Bogie, where is Bacall?

The computer generates a series of whistles. 

In the pen, the whistles from the computer are heard clearly. 

Bogie responds immediately with whistles of his own and after 
a slight delay, a male computer voice is heard. *

The computer translates.

COMPUTER VOICE
Bacall is catching fish.

There is a murmur from the crowd.

Alyssa types on a keyboard and a digital image of a shark is 
displayed on a screen that is visible to Bogey as well as the 
tourists.

ALYSSA
This kind of fish?

Emphatic whistles from Bogey, who shakes his head vehemently. *

COMPUTER VOICE
No. Not shark. Sharks are 
dangerous. 

The crowd murmurs, impressed, except for one ANNOYING BRITISH 
TOURIST.

ANNOYING BRITISH TOURIST
Oh, come on, do you really expect 
us to believe all this?  Who knows, 
you could have staged all that! 

ALYSSA
(into microphone)

Did you hear that?  He doesn’t 
believe you can speak to us.

Bogie whistles loudly, creating a noisy grating screech in 
the computer. *

Alyssa turns it down with a wince.

TOURIST 2
What's he saying?

ALYSSA
I don't know.  We haven't figured 
out what dolphin swearing is yet.
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The audience laughs, but the Annoying Tourist is winding up 
for another salvo.  Craig cuts him off gracefully, stepping 
slightly in front of him.

CRAIG
So...where does it all lead?  What 
do you hope to accomplish?

ALYSSA
They're intelligent - we know that. 
And self aware. Having a shared 
language will help us understand 
how they perceive the world, and 
may add to our understanding of 
consciousness in other animals.

TEEN GIRL *
So, do you think they're as smart 
as humans?

ALYSSA
Of course not.

(glances at the annoying 
tourist)

They're much, much smarter.

Everyone laughs. 

Alyssa speaks into the microphone.

ALYSSA
Okay, Bogie -- go find Bacall. See 
you tomorrow.

This is translated into whistles.  Bogie answers back, and 
the computer voice is heard.

COMPUTER VOICE
Goodbye!

Bogies turns and swims away, disappearing through the gate. *

Kita steps in.

KITA
Follow me.  I’ll take you down to 
the dolphin pool, where you can see 
the dolphins up close.

The crowd voices its excitement as Kita leads them away.

As she departs, Kita gives a little wink to Alyssa as she 
sees Craig step up to her.
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ALYSSA
Thank you.

CRAIG
For what?

ALYSSA
For helping me with that guy. *

Alyssa gathers up her things and starts walking with Craig *
toward the stairs leading up to the docks. *

CRAIG
Does that happen often?

ALYSSA
Now and then. But we manage.  *

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER/DOCKS - DAY25 25 *

Alyssa emerges, still talking to Craig as they walk up the 
steps to the upper buildings and driveway area.

CRAIG
So Rasca never takes part in these 
shows?

ALYSSA
No, we use her strictly for 
research.  She’s not used to it 
like Bogie and Bacall are.  She 
spends a lot of her time off base.

Alyssa turns to see that a police car has pulled up in front 
of the facility.

A policeman and a distinguished looking Bahamian man, THOMAS 
COAKLEY, get out.

Alyssa and Craig approach the POLICE OFFICER as he steps out 
of the car.  Hawk also approaches from behind her.

ALYSSA
Hi Mr. Coakley.

COAKLEY
Hi Alyssa.  I'm looking for your 
Dad and Tammy.

Alyssa looks concerned. *

ALYSSA *
They're at the house. *
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Coakley and the cop start walking. Alyssa is about to follow *
them --  sees Craig checking his watch. *

ALYSSA *
(to Craig) *

If you need to go.... *

CRAIG *
No, no. My sister's still on her *
dive - she won't be back for *
awhile. She might even find a hot *
dive instructor and not be back for *
a long time. *

ALYSSA *
Then you might as well hang out *
here. Come on. *

UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/INLET  - DAY26 26 *

An underwater POV....someone is swimming in green inlet *
water.  Ahead, the permanently open underwater gate of the *
research lab becomes visible. *

In the water we see that the POV is that of Craig's “sister,” *
Gwen, swimming underwater, wearing fins, mask, and a *
rebreather pack.  *

She stops well out in the canal, taking care not to get too *
close,  and takes out a camera.  *

She starts to snap pictures. *

EXT.  HAWK'S HOUSE - DAYA26 A26 *

Alyssa and Craig arrive at the house, walking up a pathway *
that reveals the house is situated on a grand stretch of *
beach with a finger-like sandbar and shimmering multi-hued *
water. *

Coakley, Hawk, Tamika, and the policeman are standing in a *
group.  As Alyssa walks up, Coakley and the policeman are *
reading the threat letter from Wildlife Liberation front. *
Hawk is holding Leela. *

COAKLEY *
I'll make sure all police elements *
are aware.  And I'll inform the *
town committee. Everyone will keep *
an eye out for anything suspicious. *
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HAWK
Thanks, Thomas. *

COAKLEY *
And if you need anything else... *

HAWK *
No, we'll be fine.  *

COAKLEY *
All right, then. *

Hawk turns, notices Craig for the first time. *

ALYSSA *
Dad, this is Craig. Craig - my Dad. *

Hawk sizes him up. *

CRAIG *
Nice to meet you, sir. *

HAWK *
Welcome. But don't call me sir. *
Makes me nervous. *

CRAIG *
All right, then. *

There's a bit of an awkward pause. *

ALYSSA *
Come on - I'll show you something. *

She pulls him off down to the beach. *

EXT. BEACH/SANDBAR - DAY27 27 *

Alyssa and Craig walk along a spectacular sand bar that *
curves out into dazzling water. *

ALYSSA *
My Dad built the house here because *
of this ... he said it's the *
closest thing to heaven he's found *
anywhere in the world. *

CRAIG *
I think he's right. *

They walk a bit, then: *
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CRAIG *
You know, I was really hoping to 
meet your friend Rasca.  

Alyssa thinks for a beat.  Should she ask him? *

ALYSSA
We're going to call her in around *
11 tomorrow for a study session.  *
You can come by...  if you don’t 
have anything else going on, of 
course. 

CRAIG
That sounds great.

ALYSSA
Yeah? *

CRAIG *
Absolutely. *

INT. HOTEL/GWEN'S ROOM- NIGHT28 28

CU of underwater photographs on a laptop monitor.  These are 
the shots Gwen took earlier in the day -- showing the 
underwater entrances to the research facility. 

Gwen is seated at a table in a hotel room, engrossed in the *
photos. Around her are maps, photographs - some hi-tech gear, *
all evidence of an operation in progress.  Craig is seated *
next to her.  A shot of the permanently open underwater gate 
is on the screen. Gwen is enthusiastic.

GWEN
Look at that. This is too easy.  
But we need photographs of the 
dolphin first. We can't move 
without them.  When can you get 
that taken care of?

CRAIG
With any luck, tomorrow.

GWEN
Luck has nothing to do with it.  
Just the pictures and we're good to 
go.

CRAIG
I'll get them.
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UNDERWATER -  OCEAN REEF - DAY29 29

A new day. The surface shimmers high above.

Faintly, the recall pinger can be heard.

A single dolphin, Rasca, swims quickly by.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/JETTY INLET - DAY

Rasca races past the underwater rocks, then into the inlet 30 30
leading to the research center.  Excited, she jumps high and 
keeps swimming. *

INT/UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/LAB  - DAY31 31

Rasca swims into the pen, seen through the window. *

HAWK
There's my girl. What session *
number is this? 

DUVEY
367.

He presses a record button on his video screen. A camera view 
of the window appears, and a "recording" light is on. 

HAWK
(into the microphone) *

Okay. Rasca. Session 367. *

Hawk notices that Craig is partially blocking the view of the *
camera, standing too close to the window.

HAWK
(still to microphone) *

And that's Craig, on the left. *

Craig realizes he's blocking the camera. *

CRAIG
Sorry!

Craig steps back, gets out of the way.  

HAWK *
All right, ladies.  Let's get *
started. *

(into microphone) *
Alyssa, you're on. *
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Through the window, Alyssa splashes into the dolphin pen.  *
She's wearing what looks like a specialized wetsuit and *
monofin which allows her to swim very fast in a dolphinlike *
motion.  *

Rasca, excited, swims with her.    *

Duvey leans forward, whispers to Craig. *

DUVEY *
The suit lets her swim faster and *
interact better with the dolphins. *
They get bored easily and we don't *
use food to control them, so using *
this helps get better results. *

HAWK
(into microphone) *

Okay, okay.  Enough already, let's 
work. *

Alyssa pulls up in front of the window. She mouth's "Hi *
Craig". Rasca joins her. *

We get a closer look at Alyssa's helmet.  In it is a *
specialized mouthpiece, which she uses to make whistled *
sounds. *

From a pouch Alyssa produces two plastic circular objects in *
the shape of an "O" -- one large, one small. Rasca watches. 
Alyssa whistles *

As Alyssa whistles, words appear on the screen in the lab:  
"What same?".  Rasca whistles back: "Shape."  Alyssa: "What 
different?"  Rasca: "Size". Alyssa whistles: "Good girl!"  
Rasca: "More." *

Alyssa pulls out some more objects.

HAWK (V.O.)
Let's do the numbers. Start with 4.

Alyssa pulls out a number "4". Rasca whistles.

"Four" appears on the screen.

HAWK
Now 7.

Alyssa pulls out a '7'.  Rasca whistles. On the screen: "7"

Alyssa pulls out two cubes, same size,  one is white, the 
other black.  Alyssa whistles.
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On the screen:  "What shape?"

Rasca shakes her head, whistles something. "Speak clearly." 
Alyssa repeats: "What shape"?  Rasca: "Black."

HAWK
She knows the right answer. Trust *
me.  She's not challenged enough. *

(to Duvey) *
She's like a damned teenaged girl. *
She's bored already.

Craig pulls out his camera and puts the lens up to his eye. *

Hawk puts a hand on Craig's shoulder, gives him a look that *
says "no cameras in here". Craig immediately takes the camera *
down.

CRAIG
Sorry.  Just wanted a memento.

In the pen Rasca whistles:  "Rasca bored."

Alyssa looks at Hawk through the window. 

HAWK
She's done, Alyssa. Go swim. *

Alyssa nods.  She whistles:  "RASCA, SWIM WITH ME."  Then 
with a flick of her monofin, she flashes out through the gate 
and into the inlet with Rasca right behind her. *

In the lab, the phone starts ringing. 

Duvey picks up the phone.

DUVEY
Lab.

(beat)
And the results?

She listens, then looks to Hawk.

DUVEY
You need to take this.

Hawk looks annoyed as he gets up to take the phone.

HAWK
(into phone)

What?!! 
(beat)

Are you sure?
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(beat)
On the way. *

As if forgetting everything else, Hawk flings open the door 
of the lab and barrels out.

Duvey looks at Craig.

DUVEY
Come on. I'll take you up.

CRAIG
Thanks.

As Duvey gathers up her things, Craig turns away from her, 
then switches off a small DIGITAL RECORDING DEVICE which he's 
been concealing in his hand.  He clicks it off, then slips it 
into his pocket.

OMITTED *

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER/DOCKS - DAY33 33 *

Craig and Duvey emerge just in time to see Rasca leap into 
the air a hundred yards down the inlet.  Kita is on the docks *
by the pen clearing away the objects from the experiment. *

A moment later Alyssa, still in the dolphin suit, comes 
flying out of the water, not as high as Rasca -- but clearly 
breaching, coming clear of the water. *

Craig's eyes widen. *

DUVEY *
You look after our visitor now - *
I've got work to do. *

KITA *
Oh, I will. *

Craig keeps watching Alyssa and Rasca intently. *

KITA *
Nice, eh?  Hawk designed it.  It's *
the only one of its kind. *

The two leap clear of the water again. *

Craig watches. *
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EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/JETTY INLET - DAY

Alyssa and Rasca swim and play, then head back toward the 34 34
docks. *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER.  RESEARCH CENTER/DOCKS - DAY35 35

Alyssa and Rasca come swimming back to the dock, Alyssa 
swimming almost as fast as a dolphin.

Alyssa hoists herself onto the dock and, with Kita's help, *
starts getting out of the suit. *

Craig watches.  Alyssa is flushed with excitement and doesn't *
really notice Craig. He moves a little closer. *

ALYSSA *
Where'd my Dad go?

KITA *
Don’t know.  He got a call and left 
like a tornado was chasing him. *

Kita helps her wrestle out of the suit and notices Craig *
looking at Alyssa.  She hands Craig a towel and then gathers *
up the dolphin suit. *

KITA *
Here, you help her. I've got things *
to do. Bye. *

Kita leaves before Alyssa can protest. Craig hands her the *
towel.  She's a little uncomfortable being left alone with *
him, and turns away shyly, toweling her hair dry. *

While her  back is to him, Craig bends down to the water and *
taps it lightly.  Rasca comes slowly up to him and whistles. *

Alyssa hears Rasca and turns to him.

ALYSSA
So you do know a little about 
dolphins.

CRAIG
I told you, I'm --

ALYSSA
--a Discovery Channel junkie, I 
know. *

(beat) *
You believe that, Rasca?
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Rasca makes a rude sound. Alyssa laughs.

ALYSSA
See?

Before either can say anything else Tamika calls down from 
the huts above the dolphin pens.

KITA *
Come on, you two. Lunch is ready.

EXT. BEACH - DAY36 36 *

Hawk arrives in an outboard launch, jumps out in shallow *
water and approaches. *

On the beach,  several bodies of dolphins and small beaked *
whales,  covered in shrouds, can be seen. A forensic tech is *
working on one of the bodies.  He look up, sees Hawk. *

HAWK *
Same thing again? *

TECH *
I'm afraid so. *

HAWK *
How solid is the evidence? *

TECH
They all show identical damage *
that's consistent with the other 
strandings after Naval exercises.  *
And by the way -- the MRI's on the *
cranial samples from the earlier *
strandings are  back from Wood's *
Hole.    *

The tech points to a thick folder. Hawk picks it up, scans *
it.  *

HAWK *
I need a copy of this. *

TECH *
That is your copy. *

HAWK *
Thanks. *

TECH *
Use it wisely, my friend. *
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HAWK *
I intend to. *

Hawk walks over to the dolphin, stands over it for a long 
moment, then turns and leaves. *

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER/DINING AREA - DAY37 37 *

Tamika, Duvey, Kita, Daniel, Craig, and Alyssa are seated at 
an outdoor table beneath the trees with a view out to the 
ocean. 

Tamika watches Craig, who is eating voraciously.

TAMIKA
It looks like you were hungry.

CRAIG
I'll tell you, after a week of 
conch fritters, conch salad, 
grilled conch -- it's good to have 
some home cooking. This is *
delicious...what is it?

TAMIKA
Cracked conch.

Everybody laughs. Craig doesn't miss a beat.

CRAIG
Like I said, you can never get 
enough conch.

TAMIKA
Well, my Momma always used to say, 
the best compliment to a woman’s 
cooking is an empty plate. 

Daniel, Alyssa, Duvey, and Kita are also at the table.

DANIEL
‘Cept dere weren’t too many empty 
plates ‘round our house.  Yer 
Mother, God rest her soul, couldn’t 
cook a peanut buttah sandwich.

TAMIKA
Dad!

DANIEL
But she could do other tings dat 
was far more fulfillin’, at least 
fer me.
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TAMIKA
DAD!!!!

Daniel laughs as Tamika shakes her head.

Kita looks over to Alyssa and Craig. She smiles slyly.

KITA
So, how was it?

ALYSSA
How was what?

KITA
The first date?

ALYSSA
Come on, it wasn’t a date!  

CRAIG
(smiling)

My intentions are purely 
scientific, I assure you.

KITA
The biological sciences, maybe.

ALYSSA
Craig, please ignore her. 

KITA
So, what do you guys think about 
dinner later?

CRAIG
What, here?

KITA
No, in Port Lucaya.  Just the two 
of you.

Craig looks at Alyssa.

CRAIG
Is she asking us out on a date?

KITA
Someone has to. Good grief you 
two'll never--

ALYSSA
KITA!!!
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Everyone in the room laughs, except for Alyssa.  She looks 
like she wants to die.

CRAIG
Well, how can I refuse an 
invitation like that? Alyssa?

Alyssa is speechless.

KITA
(as if instructing a 
child)

Okay, Alyssa, now it's your turn.

Alyssa looks to Kita with eyes that burn, then over to Craig.  
Finally, she surrenders.

ALYSSA
Sure. Why not?

Tamika takes Kita’s plate with a smile.

TAMIKA
You are shameless, girl.

Kita smiles happily.

KITA
But I get results.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN - DAY38 38

Hawk is piloting the Delphinus toward...

...  Andros Island.  

EXT.  OCEAN/NEAR ANDROS - DAY39 39 *

A US Navy Patrol boat looms ahead of Hawk.  The radio on *
Hawk's boat crackles. *

NAVY GUARD (V.O.) *
This is the U.S. Navy advising that *
you are entering restricted waters.  *
Turn around immediately and exit *
the area. *

Hawk ignores it. *

NAVY GUARD *
I repeat, turn around immediately *
and exit the area. *
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Hawk sees the patrol beginning to uncover a shroud from a *
machine gun on the patrol boat.  He eases off the throttle *
and lets the boat come to a halt, then picks up his radio *
transmission microphone. *

HAWK
I’m here to see Captain Elias *
Blaine.

NAVY GUARD *
This is a restricted-- *

HAWK
Cut the crap. Call Blaine and tell *
him James Harker's here to speak to *
him about the sonar testing. I can *
either speak to him or to CNN. *

There is a long silence.  When the Navy guard comes back on *
the radio, his tone has changed. *

NAVY GUARD
You can follow us in. *

INT. NAVY BASE/BLAINE’S OFFICE - DAY 40 40

CAPTAIN ELIAS BLAINE, mid 50’s, strong like someone convinced 
of his status and his job, stands from his desk as Hawk 
enters the office.  He's wary, but not hostile. *

BLAINE *
Dr. Harker. I've heard quite a bit *
about you and your daughter. *

He seems about to extend a hand but before he can, Hawk has *
slammed the folder onto the desk. *

HAWK *
These are necropsy results, *
including cranial MRI's, from two *
separate group strandings of 
dolphins and beaked whales over the 
last two weeks in the areas where *
you're operating. *

Blaine picks up the folder, studies a few pages. *

BLAINE *
You and I both know strandings of *
marine mammals can be caused by 
many things.  Disease, parasite 
infestation, viruses --   
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HAWK *
That's not what this is and you *
know it. This is collateral damage *
from your sonar tests. You see *
this? *

(he holds up a page) *
The cochlia - that's the part of *
the inner ear that controls balance *
-- is completely broken down, *
crushed. And look at this - massive *
hemorrhaging of the inner ear. *
Don't talk to me about viruses - *
we're way beyond that. *

BLAINE
Let's say just for discussion's 
sake that what you're saying might 
be true. A few dolphins harmed by 
Navy sonar is regrettable.  But *
that's miniscule compared to *
commercial fishing, which accounts 
for over 600,000 deaths annually.

HAWK
You're responsible for what you do, *
Captain. *

Blaine leans forward. *

BLAINE *
We live in a dangerous world. This *
sonar saves lives. American lives.  *
The loss of some wildlife is *
regrettable...  but unavoidable.

HAWK 
The California court held that it's *
NOT unavoidable. It found that you *
have the means and the 
responsibility to ensure that the 
area is clear of marine mammals 
before you test but you just can't *
be bothered to do it.  *

Blaine has heard enough. He stands up. *

BLAINE
Your concerns are noted. *

HAWK
I'm not going away. *
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BLAINE
Of course not. But the US Navy will *
vigorously defend it's right to *
protect Americans. Keep that in *
mind. *

The door opens.  Two Naval MP's enter. *

BLAINE *
Good day, Dr. Harker. *

EXT. HOTEL ROOM/BALCONY - AFTERNOON41 41

Craig sits.  In front of him on a low table is the digital 
recorder he used earlier.   He checks his watch -- then after 
a moment he picks up the digital recorder and leaves.

EXT. EIGHT MILE ROCK CAFE - AFTERNOON42 42 *

Gwen is sitting alone at a small beach bar on a remote corner *
of the island. There's a TV on the wall and there are a few *
locals about - it's an out of the way place. *

Craig enters, sits next to her, looks around. *

GWEN
Well?

Craig slides the digital recorder across the table, and Gwen 
picks it up.

GWEN
And the photos?

CRAIG
No photos yet.

GWEN
Why?

CRAIG
Nothing yet. Still working on it.

Craig is quiet. She looks at him.

GWEN
I’m going to give you a piece of 
advice.  Don’t get involved.

CRAIG
What are you talking about?
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GWEN
(smiling)

Think about yourself like a 
surgeon, and you’re extracting a 
tumor.  You might like the patient 
you have under your knife, but if 
that person were to unfortunately 
die, you’d still go home, pour 
yourself a stiff drink, and have 
dinner with your family just like 
any other night.

She pours a drink, takes a sip.

GWEN (CONT’D)
And if you were to suffer any pangs 
of guilt, you’d remember that even 
though that patient is resting on a 
cold slab, you did your job well. 
Life goes on.  

Craig says nothing.

GWEN
Try the grouper. They say it's 
excellent. *

CRAIG
I hope you don’t mind, but I plan 
on passing out with a sleeping pill 
and a shower.  Seems like doing my 
job well is giving me a headache.

GWEN
You’ll get used to it.

INT. HOTEL/GWEN'S ROOM - MAGIC HOUR43 43

Gwen sits at a table by the window of her hotel room working 
on her laptop. 

Outside, the harbor and Port Lucaya are coming to life for *
the evening.  

She glances out and catches a glimpse as Craig exits the 
hotel and walks past the harbor toward town. *

She takes a deep breath - goes back to her computer.
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EXT. PORT LUCAYA/COUNT BASIE SQUARE - MAGIC HOUR44 44

The square has a live island band playing on a stage, and is 
filled with more than a hundred people -- all shapes and ages 
and sizes. Some tourists -- some locals -- and lots of kids. *

As the music plays, Alyssa and Craig are seen *

....standing in front of a conch salad stand, getting conch *
salads..

.....walking through the adjacent straw market. *

.....dancing with the crowd in the square.. *

Overall, a mellow, laid back vibe prevails.  *

EXT -  PORT LUCAYA MARKETPLACE - NIGHT45 45

Later,  after dark, Alyssa and Craig sit on a bench near the *
water.  *

Craig studies her, takes it all in.  He's thinking hard. *

CRAIG
Alyssa?

She looks at him and smiles. A beat.  A moment where we think 
Craig might want to confess to her.

CRAIG
You know, Alyssa, I need to tell 
you something.

ALYSSA
Yes?

CRAIG
I...  I just want you to know that, 
well...  I really admire what 
you’re doing, with Rasca, and the 
other dolphins.  I think it’s 
amazing.  I envy you.  I’m...  a 
much different person.

ALYSSA
So was I, before I came here - 
before I met Rasca.  

He moves a tiny bit closer.
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CRAIG
I think you’re great. I really do.  
I just want you to know that.

A beat.  She leans forward and kisses him, lightly.  Nothing 
huge.  Just an introduction.  

Craig is surprised at first, and conflicted -- but then they 
both get lost in the moment.  

The kiss ends; they pull apart slightly.

CRAIG
I’ll be leaving soon, you know.

ALYSSA
I know.

CRAIG
And you're okay with that?

ALYSSA
You can always come back.  And if 
you can’t...hey, we'll always have 
the Bahamas!

(beat)
You wanna go buy some tourist crap?

CRAIG
As long as it’s cheap and tacky.

She takes his hand and leads him away. *

EXT. PORT LUCAYA/BOAT LANDING - NIGHT46 46

It's later - the square is quiet.  Craig's carrying a plastic *
bag with tourist items. Alyssa's about to get into a water *
taxi.  

ALYSSA
Thanks for the dinner. 

CRAIG
Thank you for the refrigerator 
magnets...

Craig looks into a bag he's carrying.

CRAIG
...  and the sea shells, and the 
flip flops, and the dolphin t-
shirt. 
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He looks up to her.

CRAIG
And the company. You sure you'll be 
all right?

ALYSSA
I'll be fine.  Jamiko'll get me 
home safely.

The boatman smiles and waves, then busies himself on the 
boat, leaving them alone.

Alyssa smiles.  

They kiss again.  

This time, he leads.  Deeper than before.  They part.

ALYSSA
I’m taking Rasca out tomorrow, to 
the ocean....

CRAIG
Is that an invitation?

ALYSSA
Kinda.  If you're not doing 
something else, I mean.

CRAIG
You're too much. Of course I'd love 
to.

He kisses her again.  This time they don’t part for awhile.

INT. HOTEL LANDING - NIGHT47 47

Craig walks up, to his door and inserts the key,   a big 
smile on his face until he sees Gwen sitting on her balcony *
nearby. *

GWEN *
I guess the sleeping pill didn’t do 
the trick. *

CRAIG
Yeah, I was taking a walk.

Holding up his bag.

CRAIG (CONT’D)
Bought some knick knacks --
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GWEN
-- Craig, I need you to understand 
something.  You’ve committed to 
this, and we take you at your word. 
We’re dead serious. *

You can see a twinge of fear in his eyes.  He knows she’s not 
fooling around, and that whatever it is her organization can *
do is not going to be pleasant for him. 

GWEN (CONT’D)
I need those photographs.  Get 
them.  Any way you can.

CRAIG
I'll get them.

He goes inside, closes his door. 

She watches after him, then goes into her room.

EXT.  RESEARCH CENTER/HAWK'S HOUSE/PORCH - NIGHT48 48

Hawk is in the living room with Tamika. The water shimmers *
not too far away.  Hawk pours a big, glass of cheap red wine.  
He has maybe had a little bit too much to drink already.  You 
get the sense they’ve been having a conversation for awhile, 
and that Hawk is agitated. 

TAMIKA *
This is the US Navy, Hawk. They *
fund most of the foundations that *
are funding your research. And with *
a few well placed phone calls all *
that you've worked for could *
disappear. *

He gazes at her, and despite his anger, he knows she is *
speaking sense. *

TAMIKA
I’m not saying you’re wrong.  I’m 
saying protect what we have, 
because what we have here is worth 
protecting.  Please.

There is a long pause, then he slowly puts his arm around her 
and hugs her tightly.

HAWK
Okay...  okay.

Alyssa walks in, arriving home from her date. *
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ALYSSA
Yikes, get a room. *

Tamika and Hawk split apart.

TAMIKA *
Where've you been? *

ALYSSA
Oh, I just had a, uh...  a date.

Beat.

TAMIKA *
A date? 

ALYSSA
Yes, a date.  With Craig. You met *
him yesterday. *

Hawk seems like he's about to say something, then just nods.

TAMIKA
Well, he seems like quite a nice 
young man.  

ALYSSA
He is....very nice.

(pause)
Goodnight, Dad. *

She goes into the house before Hawk has a chance to say 
anything. Tamika turns to Hawk.  There's a beat of silence. *

Hawk looks like he might be about to voice an opinion. Tamika *
stands up. *

TAMIKA *
Come on. It's late. *

He seems about to protest; she gives a look that he *
interprets to mean he might be about to get lucky if he *
follows her lead. *

HAWK *
You're sneaky. *

TAMIKA *
Manipulative. *

HAWK *
What if I like being manipulated? *
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TAMIKA *
Come on. Before I get sleepy. *

Hawk looks at her - realizes what a magnificent woman she is. *

HAWK *
I love you. *

TAMIKA *
I love you too. Come on. *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  JETTY INLET - MORNING49 49

Hawk paddles a kayak as Bogie and Bacall swim alongside him.  *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY - DAY50 50 *

Alyssa and Craig are in a an outboard launch.  Alyssa is *
driving the boat...she stops it near the diving buoy. *

Without Alyssa asking, Craig hopes out,  ties them off. *

Alyssa shuts off the engine and starts handing him items from *
the boat - Craig's backpack, a bag with towels, another *
canvas bag. *

ALYSSA
You know something about boats, 
don't you?

CRAIG
A little.

Alyssa climbs out, joins Craig on the platform. *

ALYSSA
There's so much about you I don’t 
know....mystery man!

CRAIG *
Not so much.  So ... where's Rasca? *

ALYSSA *
Don't worry, she'll be here. She *
knows the sound of that engine. *

Craig looks for Rasca as Alyssa gets ready to swim. *

Rasca leaps high in the distance, swims fast toward them. *

Craig and Alyssa see Rasca. *
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ALYSSA *
Told you. *

She dives in.  *

Craig is slower to go in.  He watches as Rasca arrives and *
begins to play with Alyssa.  *

He takes out a camera, snaps a series of pictures. *

ALYSSA *
Enough already. Come on! 

He snaps a few more pictures,  takes off his shirt and dives *
in the water with them -- still holding his camera, which is *
underwater capable. *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY/PLATFORM- DAY

Craig plunges beneath the surface, then comes up.51 51 *

Rasca swims around Craig and Alyssa. 

As the dolphin swims around, Craig is taking shots with the 
camera, focusing on Rasca.

Rasca slides close to Craig, and Craig pets her.

ALYSSA
I think she likes you. *

Craig runs his hands over Rasca's body as she swims by him.  *

He soon forgets all about taking his pictures, clearly 
enveloped in the moment as he, Alyssa, and Rasca swim 
together in the clear, warm waters.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY/PLATFORM - DAY

Craig and Alyssa are both on the platform, on their backs, 52 52
looking up at the sky.  

ALYSSA *
So, when are you going home?

CRAIG
I thought you said it doesn't 
bother you.

ALYSSA
(it does)

I'm just curious is all.
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CRAIG
(smiles)

You never know.  

Alyssa turns onto her side to face him.

ALYSSA
You don't give up much, do you? 

CRAIG
What do you mean?

ALYSSA
I mean, you already know all about 
my life and my family, and I don't 
know anything about yours.

CRAIG
Well, what do you want to know?

She thinks about it for a second.

ALYSSA
Where did you grow up?  Are your 
parents still alive? What was your *
first dog's name?  What's your *
favorite condiment? Who was your *
favorite Spice Girl? - And don't 
tell me you didn't think they were 
cool when you were 8.  Boxers or 
briefs?  What do you do for a 
living?   *

(beat)
You know, the usual.

He laughs.

CRAIG
Well, let's see...  Central Oregon 
coast.  Yes, they are both still 
alive, but no longer speak to each 
other.  Tabasco mixed with *
mayonnaise, don't ask why. It was a *
cat, and his name was George.  I 
still carry the guilt from the time 
I taught him how to body surf.  I 
wasn't 8, I was 12, and Scary 
rocked my world.  Boxer briefs; I *
split it down the middle. As for my *
job...

He turns to her, on his side to face her.
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CRAIG
I'm on my vacation.  How about we 
skip that one for now?

ALYSSA
Fair enough.

(after a beat)
I take back what I said.

CRAIG
What?

ALYSSA
It's going to matter.

(faux dramatic sigh)
Darn it all.

She kisses him.  A good, deep one. *

Then, she quickly stands up with a playful expression.

CRAIG
What?

She reaches into her pouch.  Tosses Craig a stop watch.

CRAIG
What’s this for?

ALYSSA
You'll see.

She digs into one of the canvas bags and produces her *
monofin. *

CRAIG *
Alyssa, what are you doing? *

ALYSSA *
Watch. *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER.  OCEAN/DELPHINUS - DAY53 53

She slips into the water and pulls on the monofin, then *
splashes her hand on the surface. *

Rasca appears, stays beside her. *

ALYSSA *
When I go under, start the clock.

Craig looks concerned.
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ALYSSA
Don't worry, I know what I'm doing. 
And Rasca's with me.

She takes a few more deep breaths, then hits the stopwatch on 
her own watch.

She goes beneath the surface.

Craig starts the stopwatch.

UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY  - DAY54 54

Alyssa starts her journey downward as Rasca swims around her. *

She methodically begins passing yellow flags along the wire 
strung to the depths.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY  - DAY55 55

INTERCUT ABOVE WATER (A55) AND BELOW (55) *

BELOW: Alyssa methodically begins passing yellow flags along *
the wire strung to the depths, Rasca beside her. *

ABOVE, Craig’s stopwatch reads 1:10.Craig seems worried.

BELOW, Alyssa can see the faint color of the red flag up 
ahead. She checks her watch: 1:39, where she was on her first 
dive.  She keeps going as, around her, Rasca makes worried 
whistles.

Alyssa makes it down to the red flag.  However, her eyes are 
bulging.

She looks to her watch again.  It’s fading in and out, 
blurry.

She starts to swim back up.

ABOVE, Craig’s stopwatch reads: 2:10. More worried.

BELOW, Alyssa’s movements get panicky as she swims back up.  
She starts to writhe.  Rasca swims beside her, attempting to 
nudge her up, but Alyssa is jerking wildly now - disoriented.

ABOVE, Craig, counting seconds in his head, dives in.

BELOW, Craig swims as fast as he can to Alyssa.  He seems to 
be very adept in the water.ext/above/underwater
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He reaches her, grabs her and starts to bring her up. She 
passed out and goes limp as they move toward the surface.

He breaks the surface with her and pulls her toward the boat. 
Rasca is in the water beside him.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY/DELFINUS - DAY

He drags Alyssa onto the diving platform on the back of the 56 56
boat, then puts himself behind her limp form and performs the 
Heimlich maneuver.  He pushes her gut in and out. Rasca is in 
the water, agitated, watching closely.

CRAIG
Come on, Alyssa, cough it up.

After a few tries, water shoots out of her lungs.

He quickly places her on the floor of the boat and performs 
CPR on a still unconscious Alyssa.

He pushes up and down on her chest, breathes into her mouth.  
He has obviously had some training.

After a while, Alyssa starts to cough.

He stops performing CPR.

CRAIG
Alyssa!  Alyssa, can you hear me?!!

He slaps her face lightly, but Alyssa moans, still out of it.

He gets up and moves to the radio, turning it on.  He picks 
up the headset and changes channels.

CRAIG
Harbormaster!  Calling the 
Harbormaster!  This is an 
emergency!

HARBORMASTER (V.O.)
(over radio)

This is the Harbormaster.  What’s 
the problem?

CRAIG
I’m going to need a rescue boat.

Throughout, Rasca dives beneath the boat, comes up on the 
other side, jumps,  tries to see what's going on.
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EXT. OCEAN/DIVING BUOY/DELPHINUS - DAY57 57

BINOCULAR POV

Seen through the frame of a pair of binoculars, a speed boat 
blaring a siren pulls up toward the Delphinus. 

EXT. OCEAN NEAR SHORE - DAY58 58 *

Gwen pulls down a pair of binoculars. She's on a jetski. *

She takes out her cell phone and dials a number.

GWEN
(into phone)

Harbormaster, I understand there’s 
been an emergency on the boat 
Delphinus.

(beat)
Yes, my brother is aboard.

(beat)
That’s horrible.  Will he be going 
to the hospital with her?

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/DIVING BUOY/DELFINUS - DAY

Craig and a PARAMEDIC finish loading Alyssa into the RESCUE 59 59
BOAT.

Rasca watches.

The rescue boat speeds away with Alyssa and Craig inside.  

Rasca swims after it but it's too fast. She stops, watches 
the rescue boat disappear. *

INT. HOSPITAL/ALYSSA'S ROOM - DAY 60 60

Alyssa is in a hospital bed, barely conscious, strung up to 
IVs, a breathing tube in her nose.  Heart monitors beep her 
heart rate and pulse.

Craig is in the room, along with Hawk.  A DOCTOR comes in.

DOCTOR
She’s going to be all right, but 
I’ll have to keep her here for a 
night or two for observation.  She 
experienced cerebral hypoxia - deep 
water blackout.  
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I’ve given her a sedative, so *
she’ll be drowsy for awhile. 

He gestures to Craig.

DOCTOR
She’s lucky he was around.  Another 
thirty seconds and we’d be having a 
different conversation. 

HAWK
Thank you, doctor.

The doctor nods and walks out of the room.

Hawk moves over to Alyssa and looks at her.

HAWK
(with affection)

Dumb kid.

CRAIG
It was my fault.  

Hawk turns to him.

CRAIG
She told me about her free diving, 
and I asked her to show me.  I’m 
sorry.

HAWK *
She doesn't listen to anybody. Nice *
try, though. *

Craig nods.

ALYSSA
(weakly)

Hi...

Hawk and Craig turn to her.  Hawk takes her hand.

HAWK
Hey, baby girl. How do you feel? *

ALYSSA
(drowsy, but smiling)

I got to two minutes...  At least, 
I think I did.  Everything got 
blurry.

(drowsier) *
I’ll have to do it again, to make 
sure.
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HAWK
Sure you will.

She falls asleep.

Tamika and Kita rush into the room, worried.

TAMIKA
How is she?

HAWK
She'll be alright.  *

Tamika and Kita move to Alyssa.  Tamika touches her face *
lightly.

EXT. OCEAN/DIVING BUOY/DELFINUS - DAY61 61

A jet ski is tearing through the water at a fast clip.  It 
heads toward...

...  the Delphinus, which is still anchored in the open 
ocean.  No one is aboard.

Riding the jet ski is Gwen.  She pulls up next to the 
Delphinus and stops, then climbs aboard.

On board, Gwen walks around the boat, searching for 
something.  She opens some side boxes, closes them.  

Spots something in the corner...

...  Craig’s backpack.  Moves to it and rummages through.  
After a moment she removes...

...  the underwater camera.

INT.  NAVY BASE/BLAINE'S OFFICE - DAY62 62

We see pictures of Rasca, beside photos other pictures of 
Rasca.  

The second set of pictures were obviously taken at another 
time and place.

A man’s hands flips through the photos.

GWEN’S VOICE
There’s no doubt.  It’s the same 
animal, sir.

The man is Captain Blaine.  He’s sitting at his desk. 
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Gwen sits across from him. She looks the same as she has 
before, except for the fact she’s wearing a Navy uniform.

GWEN
As you can see,  the markings 
match.  The dolphin they know as *
Rasca is the same dolphin we called 
Kate.  She was an integral part of 
our marine mammal program and here, 
in these waters, for final 
preparation en route to the Persian 
Gulf. After the training incident, 
she must have gotten confused and 
lost her bearings.  Somehow she 
found her way to Harker’s research 
facility.  

BLAINE
What kind of “training incident”?

GWEN
I’m not at liberty to say, sir.

BLAINE
You’re what?

GWEN
Operational details are restricted *
to Marine Mammal Command personnel. 
If you’d like I can have Admiral 
Black in San Diego confirm this. 

She checks her watch, then takes out her cell phone.

GWEN (CONT'D)
I’ll be waking him up, but I’m sure 
he’ll take the call.

Blaine thinks for a moment.

BLAINE 
Did it ever occur to you to simply 
ask them for the dolphin back?

GWEN
You’ve dealt with Harker.  Do you 
seriously think he’d cooperate 
voluntarily?

BLAINE
Why are we going to all this 
trouble for a dolphin? *
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GWEN
With respect, sir, not just any 
dolphin, but one that’s a major 
investment in United States 
security.  Millions of dollars were 
spent training her. But also... a 
dolphin trained as this one was 
is...well...just not safe around 
civilians.  We’re doing everyone a 
favor.

She gestures to the phone again.

GWEN (CONT'D)
Now, do I make the call?

Beat.  Blaine considers. He sighs, waves off the phone.

BLAINE
Keep me informed. No surprises.

Gwen smiles, puts back the phone.

GWEN
No surprises, sir.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/DOLPHIN PEN - DUSK63 63 *

Rasca is in the inlet by the docks, whistling a lonely *
whistle.  Duvey stands nearby, and she bends down to Rasca.

Rasca swims over to her, and Duvey pets her.

DUVEY
Don’t worry, girl.  Alyssa’s going 
to be fine.  You’ll be seeing her 
again soon.  

Rasca whistles back.

Duvey points up to the office bungalows.

DUVEY
I’ll be right up top if you need 
anything. 

Duvey stands and walks away from the pens, up to the office 
area.

Rasca continues to swim in the pen, whistling sadly.
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INT. RESEARCH CENTER/OFFICE - NIGHT64 64

Duvey sits down to attend to paper work.  

In the background, Rasca’s whistles are heard.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  JETTY INLET - NIGHT65 65

A bit away from the facility is parked a small speedboat with 
three people on board, one of them Gwen, the other two young 
men, both NAVY MEN.

Gwen has on her rebreather diving gear, and she falls 
backward into the ocean.

One of the men lowers a speaker into the water. 

BELOW, Gwen positions it underwater beneath the boat, 
directing it toward the research center.

ABOVE The microphone is attached to a laptop computer, which *
the other man then opens up and punches in codes. On the 
monitor: Vocal wave patterns are seen.

BELOW, the speaker begins to emit dolphin whistles, or, more 
accurately Alyssa’s dolphin whistles (the ones Craig recorded 
earlier).

UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/RESEARCH PENS - NIGHT66 66

Rasca hears the sounds from the speaker.  The sounds keep 
repeating.

INT. RESEARCH CENTER/LAB - NIGHT67 67

The lab is dark, but the monitor comes to life.  On the 
monitor, every time we hear the whistles from the speaker, we 
see: RASCA SWIM WITH ME...  RASCA SWIM WITH ME...  RASCA SWIM 
WITH ME...

Through the window we can see Rasca getting excited.  She 
responds with whistles of her own.

ON THE MONITOR: ALYSSA HOME...  RASCA SWIM WITH ME...  RASCA 
SWIM WITH ME...  RASCA SWIM WITH ME...

Rasca responds again.

ON THE MONITOR: I SWIM WITH ALYSSA.
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UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/RESEARCH PENS - NIGHT68 68

Rasca swims through the gate in a hurry.

EXT.UNDERWATER -  RESEARCH CENTER/RESEARCH INLET - NIGHT

Rasca swims toward the clear but distant sounds.  Her sonar 69 69
illuminates the black water ahead.

INT. RESEARCH CENTER/OFFICE - NIGHT70 70

Duvey continues to work, but then stops due to a sound... or 
rather the lack of sound.  Rasca is no longer whistling.

Curious, she stands and walks out.

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER/DECK - NIGHT71 71

Duvey looks down at the dolphin pens below.

Rasca is not there.  

DUVEY
Rasca?...  Rasca?

She’s not really that alarmed.  After all, Rasca comes and 
goes as she pleases.

Then she hears Rasca screeching in the distance, from *
somewhere in the darkness of the inlet.

DUVEY
RASCA?!!!

Duvey runs down to the end of the deck for a better view.

Duvey can still hear Rasca screeching.  She peers into the 
darkness--it's still hard to see what's happening, but she 
can hear the dolphin and the thrashing sounds, and voices.

EXT.UNDERWATER -  JETTY INLET - NIGHT72 72

From directly below, the hull of the speedboat is visible, 
and in the water beside it, we see silhouettes as Gwen and 
the two Navy men wrestle Rasca into a sling that is suspended 
in the water beside the boat. 

Rasca struggles but is strapped in.  
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The divers clamber aboard; the engine revs, and the sling is 
pulled up and out of the water. *

EXT -  RESEARCH CENTER/DECK - NIGHT73 73

Duvey hears the engine rev and in the distance can see the 
faint outline of the boat as it races out of the jetty.

Her features are stricken; she knows what has happened.

INT. HOSPITAL/ALYSSA'S ROOM - NIGHT74 74

Alyssa is now awake. *

ALYSSA *
Look, just let me go home. I'm *
fine. *

DOCTOR *
There can be delayed reactions to *
something like this. I need to keep *
you under observation overnight. If *
all goes well, you can go home in *
the morning. *

The Doctor glances at his watch, then looks to Hawk and *
Tamika, who are in the room nearby. *

Further in the background are Craig and Kita. *

DOCTOR
Now - I'll have to ask you to *
please say your goodbyes. *

A NURSE enters the room. *

NURSE
Mr. Harker, you have a phone call.  
Elizabeth Duvey?

Hawk nods and walks out of the room.

DOCTOR
I’ll check in on you a little 
later, Alyssa.

The doctor follows Hawk out.

Kita comes over. *
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KITA
Hey, if you meet any cute doctors, *
be sure to give ‘em my number.

ALYSSA
Maybe I'll just refer them to the *
nearest bathroom wall.. *

KITA
(smiles)

My, you are feeling better, aren't *
you?  Sleep well. *

TAMIKA
Good night, Alyssa.

Kita and Tamika step away. *

Craig is last.  He steps up to her bed.

CRAIG
I’ll see you tomorrow, okay?

Her hand squeezes his.

ALYSSA
Thanks.

Hawk returns.  You can sense he’s under stress, but doing his 
best to contain it.

HAWK
You rest up, and I’ll see you in *
the morning.  

ALYSSA
Is everything okay?

HAWK
Sure. She was just checking on you. *

One thing’s for sure.  Hawk’s a horrible liar. *

He kisses her on the forehead.

HAWK
Good night, Alyssa.

ALYSSA
(suspicious)

Good night.

They all walk out the door.
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EXT. HOSPITAL PARKING LOT - NIGHT75 75 *

In the small lot, a few vehicles are parked, including an *
ambulance.  Hawk and Tamika are walking. *

TAMIKA
What is it?

HAWK
Rasca. *

Craig is close enough by to have heard it, and knows exactly 
what happened with Rasca.

INT. HOSPITAL/ALYSSA'S ROOM - NIGHT77 77 *

The lights are out but Alyssa's not asleep. She lies awake, *
troubled. The Nurse that told Hawk about the phone call *
earlier comes in and is surprised to see her awake. *

NURSE *
Honey, are you all right? You *
should be sleeping. *

The nurse checks her blood pressure and temperature. *

ALYSSA *
I'm okay.  It's just that my Dad *
was pretty upset about that phone 
call.  

NURSE *
Oh, yeah, I heard him on the phone.  
Woo!  Your Daddy’s got one heckuva 
temper! *

ALYSSA *
Terrible about what happened.  I 
still can’t believe it.  Did you 
hear?

NURSE
Just what he was saying.  It’s so 
sad.  I mean, who would go and do 
that to an animal?

This hits Alyssa like a ton of bricks, but she of course 
can’t show it.

NURSE
I’ll be back in a few hours.
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ALYSSA
Yeah, thanks.

The Nurse leaves.

After a beat, Alyssa looks to the IV needle in her arm and 
starts to rip off the tape over it.

OMITTED *

OMITTED78 78 *

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER/DECK - NIGHT80 80 *

BRIGHT WORKLIGHTS illuminate the center.   A police car with *
light flashing blocks the entrance.   Two policemen are in *
evidence, one talking to Tamika and Duvey. A POLICE BOAT is *
in the canal.  *

Alyssa arrives.  She breezes past Kita, who is on the deck a 
little away from Tamika, Duvey, and the police.

She looks down toward the dolphin pens and sees another TWO 
POLICE OFFICERS standing there, with Daniel.

ALYSSA
--  Where’s Rasca?!!!

Kita, alone on the deck, just shakes her head.

Alyssa blows past her, runs down to the pens.

Down at the dolphin pens, a person wearing scuba gear and 
holding a flashlight can be seen surfacing. Daniel is on the 
dock.  Alyssa runs toward him. 

ALYSSA
WHERE IS SHE?

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER/DOLPHIN PEN - NIGHT81 81

The person in the scuba gear is Hawk.  He hands his 
flashlight up to Daniel.

Hawk, Daniel and the officers turn as Alyssa runs up, almost 
in tears.

ALYSSA
She’s gone, isn’t she?
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Hawk, in scuba gear, looks up at her from the water.

HAWK
Looks like it. *

She goes as far as she can to end of the dock,  staring off *
into the distance.

Daniel puts an arm around her.

DANIEL
You need to be strong now, chil’.

She resists at first, then folds into his arms.

EXT -  RESEARCH CENTER/DOCKS - DAY82 82

A TV IMAGE:

REPORTER
Rasca, the dolphin that captured 
the imagination of the Carribbean, *
has disappeared and is believed to *
have been forcibly taken.  A letter *
claiming responsibility has been *
received from an environmental *
activist organization for what it *
terms the liberation of the animal. 
I spoke earlier with Dr. James 
Harker, head of the International 
Dolphin Research Center. *

HAWK
There had been a series of letters 
prior to this happening -- 
threatening letters -- and we have 
been taking extra precautions. But 
I guess they weren't enough.

INT/EXT - EIGHT MILE ROCK BAR   AFTERNOON83 83 *

We see that we're in the little out of the way beach bar *
where Craig and Gwen met previously.  *

Craig is there, along with a half dozen locals who are *
watching the news report. *

REPORTER *
Asked what actions he plans to take *
to recover the Dolphin, Harker had *
this to say: *
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HAWK *
I’m going to make a promise right *
now... *

He looks directly INTO CAMERA. *

HAWK *
Whoever you (audio bleeps) are, I’m *
going to find you.  And when I do *
I’m going kick the living (bleep) *
out of you.  Then after that I’m *
going to rip your (bleep bleep *
bleep) heads off! *

The crowd in the bar reacts, echoing Hawk's sentiment. *

Craig watches silently. *

INT. NAVY BASE/BLAINE'S OFFICE - DAY84 84 *

Blaine too is watching the report. *

REPORTER *
As you can tell, emotions are *
running a little high right now. *
This is Christina Volard reporting. *
Back to you in the studio. *

He's none to happy. *

INT/EXT  -- EIGHT MILE ROCK BAR -- DAYA85 A85 *

Craig is still there as Gwen appears, takes in the scene and *
walks in, sits across from Craig.  She hands him his camera. *

GWEN *
Your pictures were excellent. They *
removed any doubt that she was *
ours. Now we've got her back -  *
everything's moving along *
perfectly. I just need you to stay *
on for a few more days, make sure *
the story sticks. It would be *
alerting if we both left suddenly *
now. *

Craig nods. *

CRAIG *
Anything else? *

Gwen thinks about it for a second, studies Craig closely. *
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GWEN *
We've gotten this far with *
everything going according to plan.  *
But if anything goes wrong now, *
you’re the one who’s going to take *
the fall. Your fingerprints are all *
over this. Court martials are quite *
messy. I'd hate to see your career *
end that way. *

INT. RESEARCH CENTER/HAWK'S HOUSE - DAY85 85 *

Alyssa is at her computer, looking determined. She's 
websurfing, looking for information on the Wildlife 
Liberation Front, printing out any pages she can find. 

Kita walks in.  Craig is with her. Alyssa barely looks up.

Craig moves to Alyssa.

CRAIG
I saw what happened on the news.  

ALYSSA
The police just left. They're 
useless. What I don't understand is 
that if these people would have 
released her into the wild like 
they claim they wanted to do, she 
would have returned here on her 
own.  It doesn't make sense.

Alyssa looks at Craig and seems to really see him for the 
first time.

ALYSSA
How could anyone have done this?

CRAIG
I don’t know.  If there's anything 
I can do to help..... I’m sorry, 
Alyssa.  I’m so sorry.

She touches the side of his face.

ALYSSA
It's not your fault.

Of course it is, but she doesn’t know that.  Alyssa’s 
expression becomes angry.
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ALYSSA
Whoever did this, if they were here 
right now, I'd..... *

She leaves the threat unspoken. *

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER - NIGHT86 86

Night. It's quiet. 

INT. RESEARCH CENTER/LAB  - NIGHT87 87

Hawk and Duvey are in the lab, both tired from a long day.

Hawk is on a computer against the wall, while Duvey is in 
front of the main computer.

Duvey is going through security video, when she spots 
something.

AUDIO IS HEARD:  RASCA, SWIM WITH ME...  RASCA, SWIM WITH 
ME...  RASCA, SWIM WITH ME...

She has an expression like something is amiss, when she 
hears:

There is a BEEPING SOUND on Hawk’s computer. He glances at *
Duvey. She comes closer, they both look. *

An instant message window opens on Hawk’s computer screen.  *
He sits in front of the monitor. 

IM WINDOW READS: Dr. James Harker?   

HAWK TYPES: Yes. *

IM WINDOW: Are you Dr. James Harker?

HAWK TYPES: Yes.  Who are you? *

IM WINDOW: Please wait. *

A telephone icon appears and the IM WINDOW starts to ring, *
with an internet phone call.  Hawk clicks the "accept" *
button. *

A video call window opens up.  On it is a man, but he is 
hidden in shadow.  His voice is disguised, as if through some 
kind of filter.
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SHADOW MAN
Dr. Harker, I am a representative 
of the Wildlife Liberation Front.  
We know you’ve been attempting to 
contact us.

Hawk goes deadly calm. *

SHADOW MAN *
--  we’re aware that a dolphin *
under your care has been abducted.  
We deny any role in this abduction.  

Beat.  

HAWK
Go on. *

SHADOW MAN
We are both victims here, and it’s 
obvious someone is trying to damage 
both of our causes.   

HAWK
Any thoughts about who? *

SHADOW MAN
I’m sure you know that there is a 
Marine Mammal holding facility at 
AUTEC, the US Naval base on Andros 
Island.

HAWK
Yes.  

SHADOW MAN
It has recently been...abnormally 
active. I am sending you a document 
that might shed further light on 
this matter.

A “RECEIVING FILE” notice pops up on Hawk’s screen.

SHADOW MAN
We have no quarrel with you. Good *
luck. *

The image CUTS OFF.

Hawk clicks on the OPEN FILE button.

A document opens up on his computer screen.  He reads it with 
great interest, then sits, thinking. 
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Meanwhile, Duvey is at her computer with her headset on. She *
pushes some buttons. *

DUVEY
Hawk.  Listen to this. It's from *
the surveillance tape from last *
night. *

Duvey types a few keystrokes.

DUVEY
Look.  *

On the monitor, security camera footage of the nighttime 
underwater gate appears.

AUDIO IS HEARD:  RASCA, SWIM WITH ME...  RASCA, SWIM WITH 
ME...  RASCA, SWIM WITH ME...

And on the screen, in the video,  Rasca swims out through the 
gate.

Hawk stares at the screen, then at Duvey.

EXT. SMITH'S POINT - DAWN88 88

Dawn.

EXT. RESEARCH CENTER/HAWK'S HOUSE/PORCH - MORNING89 89 *

Craig is on the deck by the water *

Hawk comes out, holding two cups of coffee. *

CRAIG
Good morning.

HAWK
Morning.  Coffee? *

Hawk is enigmatic; it's hard to read him. *

HAWK *
Island brewed. It'll shake the *
cobwebs out.

He hands Craig a cup. 

CRAIG
Thanks.

They both take a sip. *
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HAWK
Alyssa likes you quite a bit. *

CRAIG
Well, I feel the same way.

(beat) *
So...any luck finding Rasca? *

HAWK
As a matter of fact, I got a tip *
just last night. Gonna run it down *
this morning. I'm sure Alyssa would *
like you to come along. *

CRAIG *
Of course. *

HAWK
Good, then. *

Hawk stands up 

HAWK 
I'll go wake her. *

Hawk walks back to Alyssa’s room.

Craig takes a nervous sip of his coffee, then recoils as if 
he has, indeed, swallowed rocket fuel.

EXT. OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/HAWK'S BOAT - DAY90 90

The Delphinus plows through the ocean. 

On the boat are Hawk, Craig, and Alyssa.  Hawk is piloting.

Up ahead, an island.

ALYSSA
We're going to Andros? *

HAWK *
Yep.

Craig’s expression just gets more nervous and more nervous.

CRAIG
There's a Navy base there, right? *
AUTEC or something? *

HAWK
That's right. AUTEC. *
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CRAIG
So that would mean these are 
restricted waters?

HAWK
Not yet, but soon, yes. *

ALYSSA
Look - I don’t understand what 
we’re doing out here.  You said we 
were looking for Rasca.  

HAWK
We are.... *

The same NAVY PATROL BOAT seen earlier reappears. *

Hawk smiles grimly, cuts the engine. *

Hawk stops the boat, trots over to the side, waiting for the 
patrol to arrive.

ALYSSA *
(increasingly alarmed)

What are we doing here.

Hawk suddenly gets serious.  He points to the land.

HAWK
Up there, inside the base, is a *
Navy dolphin training facility.  

The patrol is coming closer.

HAWK *
Craig, why don’t you tell me about *
that.  Better yet, tell Alyssa. *

Alyssa is beginning to get the idea that something is going 
on between her Dad and Craig, but isn’t sure what it might be 
yet.

Craig doesn’t say anything.

HAWK
All right then. Alyssa, Craig's *
gone quiet because it wasn’t an *
activist organization that took 
Rasca, it was the US Navy...  and *
Craig is in the US Navy. An ensign, *
I would guess. *

Alyssa looks at Craig like all the walls just came down. *
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CRAIG
Alyssa, it’s not like that, I 
promise.

HAWK
The computers were on when Rasca *
was taken, Craig.  They showed 
Alyssa’s whistles were used to lure 
her out of the pen.  The only way *
that could have happened -- you *
recorded them. *

ALYSSA
What?  Is this true?  You taped 
me?...  You lied to me?

CRAIG
I...  I...

HAWK
He's Navy, Alyssa.  He took Rasca. *

The Navy patrol boat is getting closer.

EXT. OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/NAVY PATROL BOAT - DAY91 91 *

In uniform, Gwen is on the boat. Next to her is a Navy Patrol *
guard. *

NAVY PATROL *
You are about to enter restricted 
Naval waters.  Turn your boat 
around immediately.

Gwen tries to stay out of sight.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN/NEAR ANDROS - DAY92 92

Alyssa sees Gwen, recognizes her. *

ALYSSA
It’s... your sister.

HAWK
I'm afraid not. *

CRAIG
Alyssa, Hawk, listen to me!  It’s 
complicated --

Alyssa's heard enough.
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With one powerful movement of her leg, she push kicks Craig 
off the boat.

Craig sails backward into the water with a splash.

Hawk looks at Alyssa.  She's devastated. *

HAWK
Let's go home, honey. *

Hawk turns his boat around, away from Andros, as Craig swims 
toward the Navy speedboat and is pulled on board.

INT. RESEARCH CENTER/HAWK'S HOUSE - DAY93 93

Alyssa, Hawk, Tamika, and Daniel, Kita and Duvey are in the 
room.  It's a war council atmosphere.

ALYSSA
I am such an idiot.  He was lying 
the whole time, and I fell for it.

DANIEL
Don’t let it get ya down, chil’.  
Some people in dis world, dey don’t 
add up ta much.

ALYSSA
If all he did was hurt me, I could *
go cry in a corner and join a 
convent.  But he's hurting us -- *
our family -- and it's my fault. *

HAWK
You trusted him. He lied to you.  *
It happens. *

ALYSSA
So what do we do?  What can we do?

HAWK
Taking on the US Navy could get *
very messy. *

Hawk looks over to Tamika. *

Her face takes on a look of extreme determination. *

TAMIKA
They came into our home.  They took *
a member of our family.  
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They have crossed a line here, and 
we cannot allow it to stand.  *
Listen to your father. We'll fight *
this together. *

Hawk smiles.  

INT. NAVY BASE/BLAINE'S OFFICE - DAY94 94 *

The Military Aide opens the door, and Hawk enters.

Blaine is sitting at his desk.  He doesn’t stand up for Hawk 
this time.

BLAINE
I’m very busy.  This is the last 
time --

Hawk seems very civil.

HAWK
--  Of course, Captain.  It won’t 
take long.  

Hawk is carrying a laptop which he opens. *

HAWK
I've got an advance copy of *
something that'll be on the air in, *
oh... *

(checks his watch) *
...another five minutes or so. But *
I don't want to make you wait. *
Watch. *

He clicks, and a video report appears. *

BLAINE
Dr. Harker --

HAWK
--  You’ll want to see this.  
Really.  Cross my heart.

On the laptop, a window opens and a video news report begins. *

REPORTER
New information has surfaced *
concerning a missing dolphin in the *
Bahamas.  *
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The International Dolphin Research *
Center whose research dolphin, *
Rasca, went missing very recently, *
has just released new information. *

Alyssa's face fills the screen.

ALYSSA
Yes, it has recently come to our 
attention that the organization we 
previously named was set up by the 
United States Navy, who is in fact 
responsible for what happened. *

Blaine’s eyes go very wide.

REPORTER
According to documents provided by *
IDRC, the Navy believes the dolphin *
Rasca was once part of the Navy’s 
Marine Mammal program.  She was 
lost at sea and presumed dead.  The *
dolphin researchers believe the *
Navy has taken Rasca back. This is-- *

Hawk stops the report. *

Blaine stands very quickly in his chair.

BLAINE
Do you have any idea what you’re 
doing?

HAWK
Yes. *

BLAINE
You can't prove these accusations. *

Hawk reaches into his pocket and slams a document on Blaine’s 
desk.  It’s the document sent to him by the Shadow Man.

HAWK *
That's one of your documents and it *
states that a dolphin named Kate *
was part of your Marine Mammal 
program three years ago, and during 
a training accident went missing.  
But the real interesting part is 
down at the bottom, when it 
mentions a dolphin by the name of 
Rasca, and how your team of *
researchers have come to believe 
she might be the same dolphin.
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Blaine sits down as he reads over the document.  He is very 
silent.  He looks back up to Hawk.

BLAINE
Where did you get this?

HAWK
Sorry - classified. *

Blaine is, well, speechless. *

HAWK (CONT’D)
Return the dolphin, Blaine. I'll *
call off the dogs. *

Hawk turns and walks out of the room, then turns back, 
pointing to the document.

HAWK (CONT’D)
You can keep that.  I’ve got 
copies.  

EXT/OVER/UNDERWATER -  NAVY BASE/DOLPHIN PEN - DAY95 95 *

In murky gray/green water, a dolphin -- OSCAR -- swims.  He's 
wearing a fitted vest into which a camera has been mounted. 

As he swims, the camera records images within the pen.

This facility stands in stark contrast to Hawk’s.  It looks 
like a prison.

Rasca is in the water with Craig.  Craig is petting her as 
Rasca makes sad noises.

CRAIG
Easy, girl.  Easy.

The second dolphin, Oscar, surfaces.  

GWEN
That’s it, Oscar.  That’s a good 
boy.

Oscar rises up out of the water.  Gwen feeds the dolphin a 
fish.  The dolphin swims away.

Gwen turns to Rasca and lifts up another vest.

GWEN
See how that’s done? If you let me 
put this camera vest on, you’ll get 
one of these.
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She holds up a fish.

GWEN
Come on, Kate.

Rasca spits a stream of water into Gwen’s face.

CRAIG
That’s not her name anymore.  And I 
don’t think she’s going to respond 
very well to reward training 
either.  

GWEN
If the Navy says her name is Kate, 
her name is Kate.  And every 
dolphin likes these. Right Kate?

Rasca spits another stream of water at her face.

Gwen shakes her head, hands the vest to Craig.  

GWEN
Okay, you try.

Craig is much more delicate with her.  He makes whistle 
sounds that calm her down.

CRAIG
Okay, Rasca.  Let’s just try this 
on.  Come on.

Rasca, however, does not look happy.  She swims in tight 
circles, not letting Craig get close to her.

Craig looks up at Gwen. She's irritated.

GWEN
Just get it done. 

They both turn as they see a jeep pull up with NAVAL MILITARY 
POLICE emblazoned on it.

Two MP’s walk up.

MP
Lieutenant Stiles, Ensign Morrison?

GWEN
Yes?

MP 
Captain Blaine wants to see you.
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INT. NAVY BASE/BLAINE'S OFFICE - DAY96 96

Gwen and Morrison stand in front Blaine.

GWEN
I take full responsibility, sir.  
It was my call.

Blaine holds up Hawk’s document.

BLAINE
And this?

GWEN
I have no idea how they got that.

CRAIG
I don’t either, sir.

BLAINE
So what the hell are you gonna do?

GWEN
We’ll transport the dolphin to a US 
facility.

BLAINE
Don’t you think the jig is up here?  
They know you took her, and they 
know why.

GWEN
All they have is a document that is 
obviously forged.

Craig looks over to Gwen for a beat like she might be a 
little crazy. Blaine stares at her.

GWEN
And once she's gone that’s all 
they’ll have.  Tomorrow your 
command is staging acoustic tests. 
In the meantime, we’ll be prepping 
these animals for transfer.  When 
your tests are finished -- then we 
move. We’ll be out of your hair in 
48 hours, Captain.  

Blaine stares, looks like he might explode, but in the end , 
tightlipped, he hands Gwen the document.

BLAINE
Get out of my office.
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Gwen turns and walks away.  Craig follows.

Blaine glares after them.

EXT.  NAVY BASE  - DAY97 97

As Gwen and Craig walk.

CRAIG
You and I both know that document 
wasn’t forged. You wrote it.

GWEN
It doesn't matter.

Craig grabs her arm lightly to stop her.  She looks at his 
hand like it’s poison, and he lets her go. 

CRAIG
There’s something going on here 
you’re not telling me.  

GWEN
I don't know what you're talking 
about.

CRAIG
I’m calling San Diego.  My guess is 
they don’t know anything about this 
operation. And if it does turn out 
that this is some kind of bs 
personal op of yours....

GWEN
Go ahead.  Like I said, your 
fingers are all over this, Craig. 
Think about what that means before 
you do anything you'd regret.

Craig thinks about it, makes his decision,.

CRAIG
I'm calling San Diego.

Craig turns and starts to walk away.

GWEN
Wait.

Craig turns back.
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GWEN
A dolphin like Kate is very 
valuable.

Beat.  She lets him think about that one for a minute.

CRAIG
You did this...  for money?

GWEN
She was lost once.  Who’s to say 
she can’t get lost again, and when 
that happens, there are other 
Navies willing to pay as much as a 
million dollars for her.

CRAIG
(incredulous, then angry)

Other Navies?  What the hell do you 
think you're doing dragging me into 
this? Are you crazy?

GWEN
Not the slightest bit. Give it some 
thought, Craig.

CRAIG
I don't have to.

They stare.  Gwen moves closer. She sees he's not buying any 
of it. 

GWEN
If you tell anyone, I’ll make sure 
they understand that you've been in 
on it from the beginning --  and 
that it was your idea to start 
with. You'll be finished.

Craig stares.

GWEN (CONT'D)
Go ahead, Craig.  Call San Diego.  
It’s your ass. 

She walks away.  

CUT TO:

INT. RESEARCH CENTER/HAWK'S HOUSE - NIGHT98 98

Hawk, Alyssa, Tamika and Daniel are watching the TV.  Once 
again, a news report.
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ON THE TV.  The Reporter is interviewing non other than 
Captain Blaine, in Blaine’s office.

INT. NAVY BASE/BLAINE'S OFFICE - DAY99 99

REPORTER
So you deny the allegations brought 
against the Navy by Dr. Harker and 
the International Dolphin Research 
Center?

BLAINE
The US Navy isn’t in the business 
of kidnapping marine mammals...

REPORTER
What about the document Dr. Harker 
has presented stating the dolphin 
Rasca was once part of the Navy's 
marine mammal program.

BLAINE
Anyone can create a document.

REPORTER
Are you accusing IDRC and Harker of 
manufacturing this document.

BLAINE
You asked my opinion of the 
document.  I gave it to you.

INT. RESEARCH CENTER/HAWK'S HOUSE - NIGHT100 100

Tamika shuts off the TV.

TAMIKA
Enough!

Tamika shuts the TV off with anger.

TAMIKA
They can’t actually believe they 
can get away with this - that just 
because they deny it that it’s just 
going to go away.  

HAWK *
They do it all the time. Rot starts *
at the top. *
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ALYSSA
What matters is - what are we going 
to do about it? How do we get her 
back?

Beat.  He thinks about it.

HAWK
Maybe there's a way to get in *
there.... *

CRAIG
--  That’s not going to work.

They all turn to see Craig and Kita behind them, having 
entered the room.

ALYSSA
(beyond angry)

Kita, why did you let him in here?

KITA
Just listen to him. 

Craig steps forward, aware of the hate he faces.

CRAIG
You wouldn’t get within half a mile 
of the place before you’d get 
spotted.  There’s only one way 
you’re going to get her back.

Beat.  He’s taking a big chance here.

CRAIG
We’re going to have to kill Rasca.

And with that, Daniel lunges at Craig and lands just about 
the biggest punch in cinema history.  

FADE OUT.

FADE IN:

INT. RESEARCH CENTER/HAWK'S HOUSE - NIGHT101 101

Craig sits at the table, rubbing his chin.  The others are 
spread out around him.

CRAIG
Look, I’m sorry.  I know you’ll 
never forgive me.  
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But you won’t be able to get her 
back without me.  So it’s your 
choice.  

HAWK
What do you mean 'kill Rasca'? *

CRAIG
There is a major sonar test *
scheduled for tomorrow.  Every time *
they go out for maneuvers, there’s 
another group of group of dead 
marine mammals. *

ALYSSA *
And you want Rasca to be one of 
them?!!!

CRAIG
Well, no...  and yes.

ALYSSA
I don’t trust you.

Craig looks Alyssa right in the eyes and speaks very 
carefully.

CRAIG
If you do it my way, you’ll never 
have to worry about the Navy taking 
Rasca again.

They stare at each other.

Meanwhile, wheels are spinning in Hawk’s mind.

HAWK
I get it  *

(beat)
But we’re going to need a 
diversion.  

Everyone stares at Hawk. *

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS - DAY102 102

Seen from afar, Hawk’s boat (the smaller launch) churns *
through the water

Hawk and Alyssa are on the boat. Just out of range of the 
restricted water, Hawk pulls up.
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HAWK
You okay to do this?

ALYSSA
Don’t worry.  

He smiles.

Hawk walks down to the cabin below.  Alyssa follows.  Hawk *
lowers a device over the side -- we recognize it as the 
RECALL PINGER used to call the dolphins into the facility 
from the sea.

The device hangs in the water near the hull of Hawk's boat.  

Hawk throws a switch. A penetrating "pinging" sound is heard. 
Hawk throws his arm around Alyssa.  They wait.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER  NAVY BASE/DOLPHIN PENS - DAY103 103

Craig sits on the edge of the pen, working with the 
underwater photography vest.  He checks his watch, frowns.

Underwater, Rasca suddenly hears the pinging sound and *
becomes agitated.  

She surfaces, finds Craig, tries to get his attention, then 
dives back below the surface.

Craig immediately slips into the water.

The "pinging" sounds clearly audible, Craig swims underwater *
to the gate, and uses a key to unlock the padlock. 

Rasca is right beside him and sees him do it.

He is about to open the gate when:

GWEN (O.S.)
I wouldn't do that.

She is pointing a gun at Craig.

Rasca is still agitated.   

Gwen can't see that the padlock is off the gate, but she will 
see if Craig throws it open.  He swims a little away from the 
gate, drawing Gwen's gaze with him.

CRAIG
Are you crazy?
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Rasca dives, noses around the base of the gate, the pinging 
sound continuing to be heard.

Beneath the surface, Rasca is struggling to open the unlocked 
gate.

GWEN
Get out of the water.

Rasca is making progress .... Looks like she might get it 
open.

Craig heaves his body out of the water.  He's got the padlock 
in his hand.  Gwen sees it. She looks down just as....

Rasca gets the gate open and swims out.

Rasca leaps as she swims quickly out toward the open ocean.

He points out to the sea.

CRAIG (CONT'D)
Looks like your meal ticket is 
swimming away.  Seems you best pick 
a priority.

Gwen's finger tenses on the trigger.  She pulls it.  Nothing 
happens. 

CRAIG
Sorry.  Looks like you rolled snake 
eyes.

Gwen grimaces, but can't waste time on Craig.

She leaps out of the water, and runs as fast as she can 
toward the speedboats.

Craig dives into the water and starts swimming toward a 
nearby dock where a JETSKI is moored.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/GWEN'S BOAT - DAY104 104 *

Gwen is on a Navy speedboat, with several other NAVY SAILORS.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/HAWK'S BOAT - DAY105 105

Rasca races through the water, arriving at Hawk's boat with a *
happy leap.  Hawk and Alyssa are overjoyed. *
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EXT.UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/HAWK'S BOAT - DAY106 106

From below, we see the hull of Hawk's boat and beside it, 
Rasca.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/GWEN'S BOAT - DAY107 107

Gwen picks up a radio handset and speaks into it.

GWEN
You are in possession of Navy 
property.  I order you to return it 
to base immediately!

HAWK 
Not gonna happen.  And it’s not *
property.  It’s a dolphin.

As Hawk talks, Gwen looks through the binoculars and can see 
Hawk and the grey shape of Rasca plunging ahead through the 
water.

GWEN
This is pointless, Harker.  You 
know we'll get her back.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  HAWK'S BOAT - DAY108 108

HAWK
I don't think so.  She knows how to 
live in the wild and I’m gonna give *
her a chance to do just that *
someplace where you'll never track *
her down. *

INTERCUT HAWK'S BOAT (108) AND GWEN'S BOAT (107) *

Beat.  Gwen is worried.

The Sailor piloting the boat looks over to Gwen. Hawk is 
heading straight out to sea.

SAILOR
They’re testing out there today, 
ma’am.

GWEN
I know that!!!!

Gwen speaks into the handset again.
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GWEN (CONT’D)
I order you to stop your vessel!

Hawk puts the handset back in its cradle. *

On Gwen's boat, the pilot hesitates, looks at Gwen. *

SAILOR
What do we do, ma’am?

GWEN
Keep following them!  We’ll catch 
up to them soon enough.

Another Sailor looks to the rear of the boat.

SAILOR #2
What’s that?

Behind them is what looks to be an army of people riding jet 
skis.  All local Bahamians.  Daniel and Kita are in the lead.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/JETSKIS - DAY109 109

The jetskis are spread out in a line, rolling toward Gwen.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/GWEN'S BOAT - DAY110 110

Gwen takes down her binoculars.

GWEN
I don't believe this. Are we at 
full throttle?

SAILOR
We are.

Gwen looks back.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/JETSKIS - DAY111 111

The jetskis are spread out in a line, rolling toward Gwen.

Craig, also on a jetski, swings into line with the others. 
Daniel gives him a casual salute.  Craig grins.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/GWEN'S BOAT - DAY112 112

GWEN
Idiot.
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The jet skis fly past the Navy boat and get a hundred yards 
out in front of it and swing around, forming a barricade in 
front of it.  The Navy boat has to either ram them or stop.

SAILOR
What do I do?

GWEN
Don't slow down!

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/JETSKIS - DAY113 113

Tamika, Kita and the rest are stationary in the water.  
Tamika, off on one end of the group, makes eye contact with 
Craig and he nods.  She takes off ... 

...  heading toward Hawk’s boat, which is pulling away in the 
distance.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/GWEN'S BOAT - DAY114 114

Aboard Gwen's boat, they are getting closer to the human 
barricade.

GWEN
Go around them!

The boat swerves to the right but the jetskis are too fast.  
They are in front of the Navy boat once again.

SAILOR
We're going to hit them!

GWEN
I don't care! 

The sailor is becoming agitated.  There's a chance he's going 
to disobey Gwen.  She turns her pistol on him.

SAILOR
Keep driving.

They're about to hit the barricade now.

The Navy driver, gun to his head, finally reaches a decision 
and stops the boat dead in the water just short of the line 
of jet skis.

Gwen looks like she's going to shoot the sailor -- then spins 
fires bursts into the air, then levels it at the jet skis.
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GWEN
Make way!  MAKE WAY!!!!

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/JETSKIS - DAY115 115

Nobody moves.  Daniel and Craig look over their shoulders 
toward Hawk's boat in distance. 

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/HAWK'S BOAT - DAY116 116

Hawk is looking through binoculars back at Gwen.  He can see 
Daniel and Craig looking at him.

He fires a FLARE up into the air.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER -  OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/JETSKIS - DAY117 117

Daniel and Craig smile at each other.

DANIEL
Okay. Let her through.

They make an opening in the jetski line.

EXT. OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/GWEN'S NAVY SPEEDBOAT - DAY118 118

Gwen, not quite sure what just happened, motors through the 
opening, her gun trained on Craig, eyes locked in a death 
stare with him.

The Navy boat throttles up and heads toward Hawk.

EXT. OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/HAWK'S BOAT - DAY119 119

Hawk has slowed down to a crawl.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/GWEN’S BOAT - DAY120 120

SAILOR
They seem to be slowing down ma’am.

Gwen smiles.

They draw close to Hawk's boat.

As the Navy boat pulls up next to it.  Gwen levels the gun at 
Hawk.
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Hawk does so, raising his arms.

HAWK
Okay, okay!  You got me!

GWEN
WHERE’S THE DOLPHIN?!!!

Hawk looks over to the other side of the boat, where a 
dolphin form is swimming.

HAWK
Okay, girl, it looks like it’s time *
to give yourself up.

The dolphin form swims around the boat, to the side of the 
Navy boat.

The dolphin’s head pokes out of the water, to reveal Alyssa 
in her dolphin suit. 

ALYSSA
Sure thing, Dad.

She raises her hands.

ALYSSA
I surrender!

Gwen lowers the gun, realizes she’s been had.  She turns and 
looks out to the open ocean with worry.

Behind her, a SHORE PATROL boat pulls up, bristling with 
military police.

MP
Lieutenant Stiles, put down the 
weapon.  Put it down now!

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER   - RESEARCH CENTER/JETTY INLET 121 121

Tamika is riding a jet ski toward the facility.  Jumping 
beside her is Rasca -- the real one.

Rasca bolts into the enclosure.

EXT. OCEAN - DAY122 122

On the horizon, a Navy Battle Cruiser (perhaps several 
ships).
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EXT. OCEAN/UNDERWATER/SFX - DAY123 123

Looking at the hull of the Naval vessel, a loud SONIC BLAST 
IS HEARD.  As it does we PULL OUT with it, FOLLOWING THE 
FORCE AND SOUND OF THE BLAST.  We move PAST a pod of dolphins 
as the sound wave goes by them.  CONTINUING ON, the sound 
gets continuously lower in the volume, until...

...  we SETTLE ON the hull of Hawk's boat.

EXT/ABOVE/UNDERWATER OCEAN NEAR ANDROS/HAWK'S BOAT DAY124 124

Hawk looks down, seeing a ripples at the hull, perhaps 
hearing something.

He looks to see Alyssa on the boat, drying herself off.

ALYSSA
Anything wrong?

HAWK
Let's go home.

INT.  HAWK'S HOUSE - DAY125 125 *

There's almost a party atmosphere - Hawk, Tamika, Leela, *
Alyssa, Kita, Coakley, Audley, Duvey (Hawk's Smith's Point *
guitar pal), the Forensics Tech, and Coakley are all there - *
scattered across the porch and in the house. *

Alyssa's hunched over the computer. She is searching a news *
site and opens a box for a video report.  It's a different *
newscaster -- a report out of Miami. As the report comes on, *
Duvey and Kita step close and watch as well: *

REPORTER *
Unfortunate news from the Bahamas *
today, where it was determined *
today that a dolphin missing from *
the International Dolphin Research *
Center was among a group which *
beached themselves two days ago.  
Earlier, I spoke with marine 
forensics scientist Mitchell Waters 
about this development.  

The image cuts to the Forensics Tech Hawk spoke to earlier in *
our tale.
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TECH
Death occurred due to low frequency *
active sonar tests that were being 
conducted in Bahamian waters. The *
necropsy was conclusive in that *
regard.   *

Pulling back from the TV, we see the Tech, who smiles. Hawk *
comes closer too. *

ON THE TV.  Gwen can be seen, in handcuffs, being led into a *
Naval Stockade.

REPORTER (V.O.)
Navy Lieutenant Gwen Stiles has 
been arrested by the Navy in 
connection with the abduction.  
Documents found in her possession, 
we are told, confirm that she 
planned to sell the highly trained 
dolphin which is said to be worth *
as much as one million..... *

The reporters words are drowned out by the hubbub at the bar.

Daniel looks to the bartender and clinks a glass with him.

Kita nudges Alyssa’s shoulder and gestures to the beach. *

Standing away from everyone else is Craig.  He has a happy *
but melancholy expression.  After a moment, he turns and 
walks away. *

OMIT126 126 *

EXT. HAWK'S HOUSE/BEACH - DAY127 127 *

As Craig walks away. *

ALYSSA *
Hey!

He stops and turns as Alyssa approaches.  

ALYSSA
You're welcome to come in for a *
drink, you know. *

CRAIG
Not thirsty.

There's a long beat between them.
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ALYSSA 
Well, thanks...  for your help.

CRAIG
(smiles)

I helped take her, I guess it’s 
only right I helped get her back.

ALYSSA
So, you’re not in trouble?

CRAIG
Oh, I'm in trouble.  There's going 
to be an investigation.

ALYSSA
But you were following what you 
thought were legitimate orders, 
right?

CRAIG
It doesn't matter. I have an 
attorney.  He thinks I can get a 
discharge - maybe even an honorable 
one. 

ALYSSA
Then what?

Craig thinks about it for a moment.  He shrugs.  

Alyssa moves a little closer.

ALYSSA
Let's go for a walk.

EXT. SMITH'S POINT/HAWK'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON128 128 *

Hawk and everyone are still celebrating. *

Daniel comes over to Hawk.  He's not smiling.

DANIEL
Someone here to see you. Outside.

Hawk knows from the expression on Daniel's face it must be 
important.

EXT. SMITH'S POINT/HAWK'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON129 129 *

A white government sedan is waiting. Daniel points Hawk to it *
-- Hawk approaches.
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A door opens.  Hawk hesitates, looks back at Daniel. Daniel 
nods. 

Hawk gets in.

INT. BLAINE'S CAR - AFTERNOON130 130

Hawk sees it's Blaine.

Blaine makes a gesture to the driver to leave them alone.  *
The driver gets out of the car, closes the door.

There's a beat.  Hawk has no idea why he's here, or what he 
knows.

Blaine smiles. *

BLAINE (CONT'D)
Funny thing about those necropsies.  
All the carcasses were destroyed 
before the Navy had the opportunity 
to examine them.

HAWK
Were they?  That's a shame. 

Hawk is getting the idea that Blaine knows exactly what 
really happened with Rasca, and that Blaine is toying with 
him.

BLAINE
If I were a detective, I might 
think you pulled a fast one on us, 
Harker.

Hawk is getting worried now.

BLAINE
But I’m just a sailor.  If the Navy 
tells me the dolphin's dead, that 
means it's dead, no matter what I 
may...  suspect. I wanted you to 
know that.

They stare at each other.

HAWK
Thank you.

Hawk and Blaine stare at each other for some long moments.
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BLAINE (CONT'D)
I admire your passion, Harker. *
We’re not so different, you know.  
We both work for what we care 
about.  Our priorities are *
different, that's all. *

HAWK
Maybe.

BLAINE *
You'll be pleased the know the Navy *
won't test here again. That's been *
decided. *

HAWK *
But you will test - somewhere else. *

BLAINE *
With increased safeguards. You *
moved the needle, Harker. *
Congratulations. *

He offers Hawk his hand -- this time Hawk takes it.

EXT. HAWK'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON131 131 *

Hawk is now outside of the car as the driver steps back in.  *
Blaine's car pulls away as Daniel approaches Hawk. 

DANIEL
Well?

Hawk watches the car drive away for a beat.

HAWK
Well...

He turns to Daniel with a smile and puts his hand on his 
shoulder.

HAWK *
A man has to believe in something. *
I believe I'll have a beer. *

The walk toward the house. *

OMITTED *
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EXT.  BEACH/SANDBAR - SUNSET133 133 *

The setting sun casts a warm glow. *

A dolphin leaps several hundred yards out. *

CRAIG *
She seems happy. *

ALYSSA *
Yeah. *

CRAIG *
So, have you picked a new name for 
her yet?

ALYSSA
I’m mulling it over.  Got any 
ideas?

CRAIG
I’m partial to Alyssa.

She laughs.

ALYSSA
I think that one’s taken...  But I 
like the thought, I like the 
thought...

She puts her head on his shoulder.

EXT. OCEAN - SUNSET134 134

At sea, a pod of dolphins swims through the water.  Calm, *
peaceful.
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